
CHAPTER 5

"Hard" sf, with its emphasis on science and technology, has become dated during

the last twenty-five years (Arbur, 1979), although Larry Niven, with his winning mix of

wholly believable aliens and technology which operates logically and credibly within the

laws of physics applying to Niven's space (Nedelkovich, 1980), has used this medium

with resounding success during the last two decades. Niven's wildly exploring

imagination has created the fantasies of alien engineering encountered in Ringworld

(1972) and the amazing Pierson's puppeteers introduced in his book of short stories

Neutron Star (1968). In such short stories as "The Lion in His Attic" and "Talisman"

(Limits, 1985), Niven has also used the more ancient "natural" magic of the universe to

achieve his settings, a "maybe" time on Earth when old magic was dying out. But he

also delights in making the present a more tenuous place in which to find oneself living;

Lucifer's Hammer (1977), written with Jerry Pournelle, impacts heavily on the reader

because of its present day setting and its concentration on the view of world affairs

created by the media. Some of its scenes would translate directly to a film set as they

graphically describe the desperate need of journalists to obtain maximum media

coverage of the end of the world, giving this book an immediacy with which all viewers

of prime-time television news programs can readily identify.

Throughout Niven's work there is a theme of optimism and a breath of humour

can often be found pervading even the darkest moments. Whereas Ron Hubbard, for

instance, threatens alien invasion from space monsters, recalling xenophobic attitudes

from the 1950s "flying saucer" era, Larry Niven provides characters who are xenophiles

such as Louis Wu in Ringworld, and scenes where the maximum entertainment is

obtained from the wide variety of aliens present. His scenes in Earth restaurants and

bars where humans and aliens imbibe intoxicating substances freely in an atmosphere of

either "high Savoy" dining-out or the more down-market surroundings to be found in his

"Tales from the Draco Tavern", are the very antithesis of Hubbard's ominous gathering

of tittering, simpering aliens who hold the fate of the world in their uncaring or self-
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seeking hands (Battlefield Earth). This is what makes Niven's work such a pleasure to

read. He takes his readers through the vastness of intergalactic space and its total

apparent emptiness during hyperdrive. He tells us that the void seen through the

transparency of a General Products hull, which leaves only the interior structures of the

ship visible to the traveller within, may threaten the space traveller's sanity. Then, when

an object does appear in Niven's space it is usually extremely unusual, frequently

beautiful, sometimes deadly, but more often ingeniously created by means beyond our

comprehension. One is drawn to the puppeteers' brilliant technology, so incredibly

advanced that it allows them to move their five planets to another galaxy when

threatened with the radiation from a multi-supernova in the centre of our own. Niven

has an extremely slick and logical explanation for the puppeteers' ability to fly their

planets like rather slow (sub lightspeed) spaceships (time is of little importance to beings

who are apparently immortal), but when they encounter the Ringworld, Niven has his

characters form theories as to how the immense structure was created and how it is

maintained, rather than having to explain it all in what could only be a clumsy way after

the wonderful simplicity of its appearance in the heavens. Something of its beauty is

conveyed from Louis Wu's understanding of the artifact:

Take Christmas ribbon, pale blue and an inch wide, the kind you use to
wrap presents. Set a lighted candle on a bare floor. Take fifty feet of ribbon, and
string it in a circle with the candle at the centre, balancing the ribbon on edge so that
the inner side catches the candle-light. (Ringworld, p. 68)

Ringworld made a huge impact and won both the Hugo and Nebula awards in

1971. Set about one thousand years in the future, the novel employs characters and

circumstances already encountered in Niven's "Known Space" series. As Rosemary

Arbur (1979) comments, the plot is simplicity itself, mirroring many epic stories where a

band of people is formed and sets out to achieve a goal. In the case of Ringworld, the

instigator of the journey is Nessus, the mad puppeteer. Nessus chooses two humans,

Louis Wu and Teela Brown * , and a kzin, Speaker-to-Animals, to accompany him on a

Teela Brown is the product of six generations of puppeteer interference in the human
race. Overcrowding had made it necessary for humans to limit births to 1 per family of
genetically acceptable humans. To allow people to have a chance to have another child,
the Birth Lotteries were introduced (when) - a move which it turns out was promoted by
the Pierson's puppeteers. Teela's ancestors have all been "Lottery" children and winners,
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two hundred light year journey from Earth to the Ringworld. The earthlings and kzin

will be rewarded with the plans and tested prototype of a spacecraft drive capable of

travelling a light year in one and a quarter minutes. Nessus's reward is the right to breed

and one of the unexplained mysteries of this novel is the way the puppeteers reproduce.

On arrival at the Ringworld, their spaceship crashes after being struck by an

antimeteorite beam. The incredible General Products hull protects their life support

system and faster than light drive, but the vast delta wing with its huge technological

payload is destroyed. In their efforts to find a means of return to human space, Nessus's

team explore a tiny area (about a third of a million miles) of the incredible terraformed

ring which is six hundred million miles long and a million miles wide. During their

travels they meet with the other main protagonists, Halrloprillalar (Prill) and Seeker

who, with their alien knowledge, provide more insight into the Ringworld's purpose and

present state. The novel ends rather inconclusively as Louis, Speaker and Nessus escape

the Ringworld through a meteorite hole in the top of Fist of God mountain with Prill.

Teela is left to accompany Seeker on his search for the base of the arch, a goal she

knows is impossible, as the arch is just the extension of the ring seen in the night sky.

Louis Wu comes from a society where humans are united. As he chases the

night going from one side of the Earth to the other in transit booths, in an effort to

prolong his two hundredth birthday, no barriers await him, there are no officials waiting

by to demand his ID. Louis's two hundred year old sense of having seen and done

everything before is reflected in the ubiquitous slidewalks moving at their standard ten

miles an hour in every city in the world. He encounters the sameness of products on sale

and peoples' clothing everywhere; the natives of Earth have been turned into "not

Americans, Germans or Egyptians, but mere flatlanders" (p. 6). Surely the suggestion

here is that this is a small price to pay for peace and unity, but it has robbed humans of

the variety presently encountered in every war torn corner of the planet. As L.D. Allan

(1973) suggests, Niven uses the presence of other intelligent races within human space

therefore, the reasoning behind Nessus' choice of Teela was that anyone as lucky as she
would ensure the safety of the expedition.
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as the explanation of why humanity is now unified; it also offers the possibility of a

galactic cooperation.

It is easy to identify with Niven's characters and become drawn into deep

involvement with his stories, even his aliens have qualities with which the reader can

empathize: this is sometimes pointed out through the eyes of a human, as in the

sympathy felt by Jason Papandreou and his wife Anne-Marie, for the mad puppeteer,

Nessus, in "The Soft Weapon" (Neutron Star), or sometimes by the unconscious actions

of an alien's behaviour, such as Speaker's response to having his ears scratched in

Ringworld. The rather odd personage of Louis Wu in Ringworld is a complex, but very

sympathetic character and despite his bizarre appearance (for his two hundredth birthday

party he sports chrome yellow skin and a dazzling white queue) he is a man with whom

the reader can feel at home and comfortable. Niven's ability to produce believable,

friendly characters, even though comparison with stereotypes renders them bizarre, gives

his work some of its tremendous scope as, no matter where he takes the reader, there is

always some (often intangible) familiar quality to cling to. Not that Niven is wont to

take a situation fairly mundane to this Earth and decide to set a story in "space" to make

it science fiction — just the opposite, in fact. His fertile imagination forms a totally

fantastic setting, fills it with equally fantastic flora and fauna, then fits his story into the

setting, or perhaps forms the story from his setting. The reader is constantly surprised by

Niven as turning the page can reveal a description of the extraordinary spectacle of a

stage tree taking off on its multi-stage rocket, or the gigantic remains of a frumious

bandersnatch lying in its dried up swimming pool.

Some of Niven's most successful and interesting characters are the Pierson's

puppeteers whose extreme cowardice allows him to make the joke of their leader being

called the Hindmost. The puppeteers' innate fear has also led to their finding non-

invasive ways of dealing with potential foes, including humans. The full extent of the

puppeteers' manipulation of mankind is realized in Ringworld. Some two hundred years

before the time Ringworld takes place, the puppeteers learned of a chain reaction of

novae occurring in the galactic core which will generate a wave of energy deadly to all
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life-forms. Although the radiation is not due to reach known space for some twenty

thousand years, the puppeteers immediately commenced a mass migration to Alpha

Centauri. This brings about mankind's second encounter with the puppeteers as we

perceive Nessus through the eyes of Louis Wu:

Facing him from the middle of the room was something neither human nor
humanoid. It stood on three legs, and it regarded Louis Wu from two directions, from
two flat heads mounted on flexible, slender necks. Over most of its startling frame,
the skin was white and glove-soft; but a thick, coarse brown mane ran from between
the beast's necks, back along its spine, to cover the complex-looking hip joint of the
hind leg. The two fore-legs were set wide apart, so that the beast's small, clawed
hooves formed almost an equilateral triangle. (Ringworld, p. 7)

The description of the puppeteers' living/working environment where there are only

rounded padded corners and no sharp edges, highlights their fear of accident and harm to

themselves. The dangerous and bellicose natures of the kzinti appear as potent as ever,

despite their mission to complete delicate negotiations on Earth as Louis and Nessus

encounter the kzinti embassy to Earth:

Rich orange fur, with black markings over the eyes, covered what might have
been a very fat tabby cat eight feet tall. The fat was muscle, smooth and powerful and
oddly arranged over an equally odd skeleton. On hands like black leather gloves,
sharpened and polished claws slid out of their sheaths. (Ringworld, pp. 13-14)

The lain represents a rather obvious possibility of serious physical threat and humans are

notoriously unreliable when it comes to matters of deciding who should live/win in a

life-threatening situation, raising the question of why these highly intelligent beings ally

themselves with these dangerous, untrustworthy creatures which puzzles Louis Wu and

increases his speculation about the value of their goal.

Nessus is considered mad by his race as he is prepared to travel in spacecraft,

make contact with alien races and live away from the "herd". The mass migration of the

puppeteers is only undertaken because they have the means to move their planetary

system in a Kemplerer Rosette formation at sub-light speeds. Louis Wu considers that

their interest in the Ringworld is possibly on account of its outer shell being partially

impenetrable by neutrinos. The angle of the Ringworld's orbit is also directly in the path

of radiation coming from the explosion at the galactic core which suggests the life upon

it will be protected when the wave of gamma rays eventually reaches it.
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Apart from the entertainment factor of Ringworld, there is a very strong message

for the world today which presages the greenhouse effect caused by the excess heat

given off by the billions of beings living on a planet who rely on even fairly primitive

carbon burning technology for heating and lighting. As Nessus reveals the beautiful

sight of the Kemplerer Rosette of the puppeteers' migrating worlds, he explains that

even with their extremely advanced technology, which allowed complete conversion of

all their waste products, until they learned how to move their planet away from the sun

their civilization was dying in its own waste heat, the one by-product of living they

could not convert. Louis Wu compares the puppeteers' difficulties with human's

pollution and population problems which had once almost destroyed the human race.

The puppeteer's answer to their problem – moving their planet further from their sun – is

extreme, but allows Niven to again call upon the background established-in the "Known

Space" series as, to achieve this venture, the puppeteers purchased an Outsider

reactionless, inertialess drive. There is so much variety and entertainment in Ringworld.

The situations, characters and technological achievements are endlessly stimulating and

often funny. When Niven is at a loss to offer a plausible explanation for a piece of

technology, it is either a puppeteer secret or a Slaver artifact whose makers had

conveniently annihilated each other a billion and a half years previously (Neutron Star).

As it is a puppeteer expedition, no weapons are carried aboard the Ringworld

exploration ship, but there is an "ominous plethora of exploration gear" which upsets

Louis Wu. The flashlight lasers, fusion-reaction motors and duelling stunners are all

potential weapons if adjusted to certain settings, and Louis Wu suggests the

"weaponless" ship be christened Lying Bastard. Once again Niven shares a joke with

his readers and the Liar gains an anthropomorphic importance as it supports the fragile

creatures within its (virtually) impermeable transparent hull. The Liar, despite its

untrustworthy appellation, proves to be worthy of the claims made by its makers and

succeeds in returning its cargo to human space. Apparently Niven felt this to be the
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finish of his "Known Space" series * as it narrowed any further exploration of these

themes into the outcome of Teela's "luck" gene (Nicholls, 1979). Fortunately Niven

was prevailed upon to pick up the myriad possibilities the Ringworld opened up and

some of these are explored in Ringworld Engineers (1980).

The author's preface to Ringworld Engineers is Niven's response to the vast

interest and involvement in his creation by his many enthusiastic readers. In the

Ringworld the incredible fertility of Niven's imagination gave birth to a new concept of

living and the range of life and its potential is vividly and believably portrayed to the

extent that it has fired the imagination of all who have had the good fortune to become

lost among the pages of the Ringworld novels. Louis Wu is again the first character

introduced in Ringworld Engineers. He has become a current addict and spends much of

his time "under the wire" wearing a "droud" which trickles electric current into the

pleasure centre of his brain through a surgically implanted socket. Louis's efforts to kick

his habit and its effects dominate the first part of the novel and pick up on Speaker's

horror of becoming addicted to the pleasure of Nessus's tasp in Ringworld. Being a

"wirehead" makes Louis a still dangerous, but sitting target for capture by the Hindmost,

now Nessus's mate and deposed as leader of the Pierson's puppeteers, who is mounting

another expedition to the Ringworld to secure the secret of matter transmutation and

thereby restore his status. Speaker has now earned the right to the name Chmeee and he

is also captured by the Hindmost and filled full of a type of boosterspice the Hindmost

has developed for Kzinti. The pair find themselves aboard the Hot Needle of Inquiry

(named by Chmeee for a Kzinti instrument of torture) awaiting the arrival of

Halrlprillalar whom the Hindmost is seeking. Louis is devastated when the Hindmost

returns alone reporting that Prill has been dead more than twenty years because her youth

drug was stolen in the UN Building where she was being questioned and she was allergic

to boosterspice. With this inauspicious beginning to the journey Niven has conveyed

In his preface to Ringworld Engineers, Niven states that he had no intention whatever of writing a
sequel to Ringworld.
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Louis' extreme suffering as he is deprived of control of his droud and faces the loss of

his friend whom he had been unable to rescue from the ARM (UN Police) inquisitors.

On arrival at the Ringworld the travellers are shocked to find the structure in an

unstable orbit around its sun and the Hindmost estimates it will graze its sun within a

year and five months as Prill's people have cannibalized the attitude jets from around the

Ringworld to be used as ramjets on their spacecraft. Being a puppeteer the Hindmost

wants to "take the money and run", but his efforts are thwarted because Louis and

Chmeee escape his direct control by claiming that the transmutation unit must be

somewhere on the Ringworld and not on the spaceport where they have landed. The

Hindmost's quest is never to be fulfilled as he is seeking a machine which was a figment

of Prill's imagination in her effort to elevate the importance of the City Builders to the

might of the Ringworld engineers. The plot then focuses on Louis's increasing return to

the reality and enjoyment of life without the droud which leads him to pursue a mission

to stabilize the Ringworld.

Louis's mission involves finding a Ringworld engineer repair centre which he and

Chmeee assume must exist as there are certain functions which must operate for the

gigantic artifact to maintain its unnatural orbit. This goal takes the kzin and human on a

vast journey. During their travels they encounter little red herdsmen whom they save

from giant grass eating hominids, with whom Louis performs rishathra, a form of

interspecies sex used for business purposes and birth control. Chmeee is not included in

this rite as he is too unlike the humans, but he and Louis, using "the- god gambit" destroy

a vast area of Slaver sunflowers which burn everything in their territory by focusing

sunlight from their mirrored flowerheads. Once again Niven has Louis and Chmeee

working together in an uneasy alliance as the rejuvenating Kzinti boosterspice takes

effect giving Chmeee back the force of his youthful headstrong impulses. Niven builds

on Chmeee's initial horror of the loss of life the impending Ringworld disaster will cause

by providing him with a vital urge to save the Ringworld. After rescuing Louis from

bloodsucking vampires who lure humans with pheromones which cause them to become

crazed with lust, the kzin cannot separate him from frenzied mating with a human
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female, Valavirgillan, as they are both still under the power of the pheromones. In total

frustration Chmeee takes the lander and heads for the map of Kzin in the Great Ocean in

search of kzinti females. Besides Chmeee's initial horror at finding the Ringworld's

skewed orbit with its deadly implications for the trillions of Ringworld inhabitants, his

foray to the map of Kzin gives him a personal stake in the future of the Ringworld as he

impregnates several females.

Louis proceeds to the City Builders' floating city with the help of Valavirgillan

of the Machine People, gleaning tantalizing scraps of information about the origins of

the Ringworld builders and the location of the repair centre along the way. All of the

people Louis meets have an authenticity to them, all fitting neatly into the complex

social structure Niven has built for his characters. Not unexpectedly, the pinnacle of this

social structure is occupied by the City Builders whose floating buildings form a

complex part of the local economy. In the floating city Niven has created a water-based

economy rather like that of the feudal lords of Dune (Herbert, 1965), except that instead

of the ecology dictating the need for water because of the desert conditions of the planet,

the people of the Ringworld who value water so much live in floating cities which have

no natural connection to the ground from where they can obtain water. Their problem

has been created because of a virus which destroyed the superconductor fibres which

carried power to the water collectors on top of each floating building, leaving only nine

buildings with the capability of collecting water. Niven has shown how such a problem

can dictate the economy of a people which succeeds because in the City Builders he has

a microeconomy isolated from other peoples by their airborne state. Apart from the

trade in water, the City Builders trade in knowledge and tourism. In order to enter any

one of the floating buildings it is necessary to pay a fee for the privilege of experiencing

the knowledge and treasures peculiar to each one. According to their wealth the

buildings form a hierarchy. Each one is independently run by a family of City Builders,

after which the building is named, with their extended family of retainers who could be

Night People, Machine People, Hanging People, according to a type of feudal tradition,

and who are bound to their masters by rishathra. The floating city is a collection of
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these buildings with their own power source, unaffected by the superconductor virus.

Louis's ability to mend the water condensers in many of the buildings will affect the fine

balance of power between the buildings, but it buys him time in the Library where he

obtains information vital to his cause and also encounters Harkabeeparolyn and

Kawaresksenjajok, who wish to aid him and follow him through the probe stepping disc

to the cargo hold of Needle. When Chmeee is rescued from the feudal Kzinti castle he

has invaded, the new complement of Needle is assembled ready to save the Ringworld,

the Hindmost's cooperation ensured when Louis lasers the hyperdrive motor.

In Ringworld Engineers, the relationship between the members of the expedition

is developed from that of a mad puppeteer and his two captives to a team of extra-

Ringworlders dedicated to saving the structure and ninety-five percent of its inhabitants

from certain annihilation. A major feature of this development is Louis's rejection of the

droud and with it the return of his self-respect and that of Chmeee and the Hindmost.

Chmeee's returning youth and his conquest of a Kzinti feudal castle and subsequent

mating with its Kzinti harem also play an important part in the bonding of the team. Not

surprisingly, though, the Hindmost's development within this relationship is more

passive: he gradually loses control of Louis and Chmeee and then of Needle, due to

Louis's destruction of the hyperdrive, depriving them of a means to escape the

Ringworld and certain death if they are unable to correct its orbit. Despite becoming

comrades-in-arms in Ringworld, the relationship between Chmeee and Louis had to start

from scratch again as both had changed markedly in the twenty-three years since their

last encounter. This means that until Chmeee and Louis begin to cooperate to save the

Ringworld, there is the same tenuous and dangerous (to Louis) alliance between the two

that existed throughout much of Ringworld. Their renewed mutual respect and efforts to

prolong the survival of each other provide the novel with a motif of camaraderie between

species and a means of establishing the ground rules for an enduring friendship uniting

man and lain once and for all.

In both Ringworld and Ringworld Engineers, the visitors employ "the god

gambit" to impress and control the natives, but in Ringworld Engineers Louis is placed
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the unenviable position of playing god in a hideous reality which will destroy the lives of

all the hominid races he has contacted including the City Builders, the race of the two

librarians, Harkabeeparolyn and Kawaresksenjajok. The novel then introduces the Pak

protector, a tertiary stage of human development said to have been extinct for thousands

of years. Humans can become Pak protectors by eating the root of the tree of life during

middle age. The plant causes the human to develop a second heart in the groin area and

the swollen joints of old age grow further to increase the range of movement of limbs

while the head grows to accommodate a larger brain and the lips and gums fuse to a

beak. This transmogrification is completed as the skin becomes a leathery armour. Pak

protectors are single-minded; their over-riding instinct is to protect their children and

breeders and all their decision are made with these goals in mind. The Ringworld

engineers were Pak protectors and during her travels with Seeker, Teela Brown located

the source of tree of life and became a Pak protector. She immobilizes Needle in a flow

of lava when the team locate the repair centre in the map of Mars and it is there that

Louis, Chmeee and Harkabeeparolyn fight her to the death so they can save the

Ringworld by destroying five percent of the population, an action forbidden to a Pak

protector, although Teela can see its necessity. Because of this she allows herself to be

destroyed and the Ringworld is set back on its course. In the end Teela Brown's luck

faltered or was perhaps transferred to humanity in general.

Because Ringworld Engineers picks up from Ringworld, the amazingly

ostentatious technology of the City Builders' floating buildings is taken for granted and

not exploited as it was in Ringworld, when Prill's ancient law enforcement building was

augmented with extra-Ringworld technology and flew thousands of miles to become

Liar's saviour. The surviving floating buildings of Ringworld Engineers are seen as the

efforts of mere mortals to ape the technological wonders of the extinct Ringworld

engineers and lead into the discovery of how the Ringworld ecology was intended to be

maintained. In order to save the Ringworld the crew of the Hot Needle of Inquiry have

to learn the workings of the solar-powered lasers which are designed to prevent meteorite

damage and which caused the crash of the Lying Bastard in Ringworld. Ringworld
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Engineers is about learning the Ringworld, its peoples, purpose and creators. The vision,

scope and historical presence of the Ringworld move an Earthling, a Kzin and a

puppeteer to risk their lives to save it from destruction.

Deliberate use of terminology which trivializes or makes commonplace the

amazing technological and scientific advances in his Ringworld novels (Arbur, 1979)

seeps into Niven's collaborative work making Footfall something of a joke despite the

desperate situation it creates for humanity. Collaboration with Jerry Pournelle has

allowed Niven to explore a similar theme to L. Ron Hubbard in Footfall (1985). Niven

and Pournelle have created the picture of the Earth being invaded by dozens (or rather

eights, as the aliens have eight digits and use that as a base for counting) of baby

elephants gliding down on coloured hang-gliders. Unlike Hubbard's monstrous

Psychlos, however, Niven and Pournelle's aliens, the fithp, are amusing because of their

appearance, although their purpose to conquer and absorb the human race into the "herd"

is deadly. The fithp may be less threatening than Psychlos, but like the Psychlos they

intend conquest of the world and also the origins of their technology are alien to their

race having been stolen from conquered races. Although they are capable of adaptation

of such technology, the fithp are incapable of further developing it or of developing

original concepts of their own.

"Footfall" refers to the slinging of a gigantic meteor dragged from Saturn's rings

to fall in the Indian Ocean. Apart from cataloguing the horrific damage to the Earth this

causes – tsunamis which wipe out India and the Pacific Islands, earthquakes and a

changed weather pattern – the book concentrates on the resilience of humans to cope

with such calamities. In a United States lacking any central government control, people

cooperate in the main and this cooperation is reflected in US/USSR relations until the

Russian government is wiped out by the KGB. With the collapse of the Berlin Wall and

the breakup of the Soviet Union, readers are now continually reminded that any fiction

written prior to 1990 which mentions East-West relations is instantly dated and,

unfortunately, the more it concentrates on political analysis projected into the future, the

less real it becomes. Niven and Pournelle mainly use East-West relations to illustrate
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human cooperation which is reflected in the relationship between Jerri (an American

woman captured by the fithp) and Roganev, commander of the Russian space station

destroyed by the invaders. Even so, this prevents one from accepting the apparent

advancement ahead of the Americans achieved by the Russians in establishing a

moonbase and a fully working manned satellite. The book's simple plot of alien

invasion and the ingenuity of human response to adversity which eventually triumphs

over the invasion, has taken a severe look at governments in the US, USSR and Africa.

The main characters in office behave predictably, with the US president, David Coffey,

showing dithering cowardice while his Pentagon team stand sternly behind the force of

their weapons. The Russians are hampered by the need to preserve a form of

government which is acceptable to communist doctrine as interpreted by the KGB,

which causes them to lose their superior hold over the world. The Africans are either

united as a brave fighting force or else succumb to the invader's promises of

technological dominance for their corrupt governments, accurately reflecting the state of

affairs experienced by impoverished nations not united by a welfare state.

Niven and Pournelle's invaders are a triumph of alien characterization, being at

once monstrous and familiar with their bifurcated trunks and baby elephant-like

appearance; the eight digits they bear on one half of their trunk have no thumb and this

is part of their undoing. The alien mentality is ruled by herd instincts; their conquering

intentions are to absorb humans into the herd, first as slaves, then as second-class

citizens. Submission to an alien is simple: lie on the back with feet in the air and allow

a foot to be placed on the chest. Alien battle terminology includes the concept of

"trampling" the enemy and they see the gigantic meteor projected at Earth as a foot.

Together Niven and Pournelle have written a story about an alien invasion which had its

beginnings planned in Alpha Centauri and its major thrust consolidated over fifteen

years spent in Saturn orbit, but which humans, united against a common enemy, repel

and win in little over eighteen months.

For Niven's style of writing to come into its own, however, his solo efforts are

definitely more interesting and strangely more credible, although they usually deal with
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subjects set in a future much further from the present than Footfall or Lucifer's Hammer.

In his solo work Niven's descriptive passages impinge dramatically on the imagination

and lend emphasis and reality to his settings. In his description of a manned exploration

of the atmosphere of Venus, the intense pressure of the searingly hot, thick atmosphere

of the planet is simply conveyed by the words "The atmosphere leaned on the windows"

(Inconstant Moon, p. 132) This ability to bring the reader into direct contact with his

imagined world lessens the fantasy element in Niven's books, leaving an impression of a

reality, albeit a far one, which can absorb the reader's attention without the sudden

mental step backwards we sometimes make when confronted by the extraordinariness of

alien creatures and locations. Niven's stories lack the artificiality which brings one back

into the "real" world from which point an examination of the author's work, unbiased by

the fascination of the narrative, reveals the flaws in the work which a little more attention

to detail could have covered up. Obviously, the importance of good, believable scene

setting is vital to sf as, by its very nature, it needs to be able to drag the reader into its

fantastic scenarios and forbear any possibility of disbelief. Writers as far apart in style as

Jack Vance and A.E. van Vogt have resorted to admitting a few scenes which depict

facets of contemporary life into their work, allowing the reader these common human

situations as anchors for the imagination as they reveal the extent of their fantasy worlds.

This technique has some obvious merits; however, as time passes and society changes, it

becomes hard for the readers of a thirty year old story to connect these "contemporary"

scenes with their own everyday experiences, giving the story a rather lop-sided

appearance as, on the one hand, the hi-tech warp drives and tractor beams suggest a

highly sophisticated future-based environment while, on the other, the creatures who

operate these wonders inhabit a society founded on the precepts of what was considered

the sociological norm three decades ago. Even Robert Heinlein's excellent works on

political and sociological change (for example The Moon is a Harsh Mistress)

occasionally suffer from this incongruity. Niven's vision of society a thousand years

into the future certainly reveals some of these tendencies, but once again, by using a

device as simple as the comparison of the two hundred year old experience and attitudes
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of Louis Wu with those of the twenty year old Teela Brown, he manages to provide a

reasonable explanation for any anachronistic attitudes in the novel.

So many sf authors have synthesized ordinary themes into brilliantly new

surroundings in which to set their stories, thus disguising the fact that they are using the

timeworn themes that have been the underlying features of stories in our recorded

history. To explain the motivations and behaviour in any story the author may resort to

the themes of lust, power, ambition, greed, love and romance, as these are perceived as

the great motivators of human life. This might even be seen as a stumbling block to sf

authors as they have to endow their alien protagonists with recognizable motives for

their plans of conquest and domination with completely recognizable human traits, so no

matter how an alien leader might be criticized and reviled for his, her or its crimes

against humans or other aliens, the perpetration of these crimes will have - done little that

any human entity could not have accomplished given the alien's resources. In writing

Dune (1965), Frank Herbert created a brilliant scenario, complete with notes on the

ecology, religion, history and cartography of his desert planet. Even so, along with the

gigantic worms and mixture of ancient and future technology, Herbert's planet is

peopled with feudal lords and barons and a water-based economy.

The complete examination of Herbert's impressive body of work cannot be even

attempted here, but as he represents a style of sf which is far from the hard sf of Larry

Niven, it is interesting to contrast Herbert's water-based economy of Dune with that of

the City Builders' enclave described in Niven's Ringworld Engineers, as the two bear

certain similarities in structure. Allen (1973) suggests that in order to give credibility to

his vision, Herbert had to set the novel in the far future so that the premises which are

taken into account, such as space travel and the raison d"etre for the wealth of the

planet which produces only one product the spice, melange, can be accounted for. This

is what makes it so different to the hard sf of Niven; technology on Dune is something

that has to be finely balanced with humanity – too much and too clever technology is

feared and is regarded as an abomination. The plot is quite straight forward: the

Atreides family who rule the planet Caladan are ordered by the Emperor to take over
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Arrakis from the house of Harkonnen. Arrakis is the sole source in the human universe

of the spice melange, chiefly prized for its rejuvenating properties, but also used by the

Guilds to develop psi powers. Arrakis is also a desert planet where no rain has ever

fallen since its discovery. Baron Harkonnen is dilatory in removing his forces from

Arrakis and some remain as Duke Leto Atreides, his son Paul and concubine Jessica take

over the spice collecting business. There is a feud or "kanly" between the houses of

Atreides and Harkonnen and the Baron wishes to retain Arrakis and sends troops which

overpower and kill Duke Leto while Jessica and Paul escape and are assisted by the

Fremen, the true owners of Arrakis who have been at war with Harkonnen. Paul has

inherited his mother's Bene Gesserit powers and as he comes into contact with melange,

his senses open further and he begins to fulfil a Fremen and Bene Gesserit prophesy that

he is the Kwisatz Haderach with powers to bridge space and time. Paul _and his mother

teach the Fremen the weirding way of battle and are accepted by them. Paul takes the

Fremen name of Paul Muad'Dib and together he and Stilgar the Fremen leader run

Fremen raids to stop the production of spice from Dune. Despite the Baron's son's

efforts to conceal this from his father the Baron finds out and forces the Emperor to join

with him in an Armada against Dune. The Fremen overcome the would-be conquerors

and kill the evil Baron Harkonnen. Paul has drunk the water of life and becomes the

Kwisatz Haderach and fulfilled the ninety generation genetic breeding plan of the Bene

Gesserit.

Technology in Dune is sometimes enhanced by human capabilities bred for the

purpose, such as the Spacing Guild who, using a form of spice gas have mutated into

monstrous forms but have the ability to fold space and allow instantaneous travel over

light years. Melange is the substance which drives society and its structures in Dune,

being used by the Bene Gesserit to enhance their seeing powers; it can also become

addictive and large doses of it can render the white of the eyes blue; the Fremen who are

in constant contact with the spice have this feature.

The unique source of melange has led to its being manipulated and the empire is

pitted with the flaws of corruption. The novel examines the feudal system of
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government where all who rule do so by right of title and favour of the Emperor. All the

pitfalls of hereditary title are revealed in the wicked and dissolute Baron Harkonnen and

his heirs and the Emperor himself who is hedonistic and not fit to rule is easily

overthrown by Paul on purely moral grounds. The lack of care and feeling for people

and the environment exhibited by these characters finds its opposite in the Atreides

family and also probably to an even greater extent in the Fremen. Duke Leto Atreides is

a leader of men and looks to the future for improvements in the position of all his

people. To some extent he is willing to share or delegate power with his forces, uniting

their goals to his and having regard for their welfare. Thus Duke Leto is revealed as a

humanitarian, he is not perfect, but neither is he corrupted by power.

In spite of the liberal attitudes of Duke Leto and the more conservationist aims of

the Atreides family, Paul has to lose all his traditional titles and rights before he can

achieve the full might of his special powers and the prophesies of the Fremen and Bene

Gesserit. There is an emphasis on how bloodlines and hereditary titles are not right and

Herbert mocks the feudal system. Paul overcomes this by losing all titles and having to

gain personal respect of the Fremen before he fulfils his role. In his relationship with the

Fremen Paul has had to prove himself at every turn and his position and the respect he

engenders have been earned and their value is compared to the relationship between the

hereditary rulers and their minions. The Emperor and Baron Harkonnen are exploiters of

planets and people, but the Atreides family are aligned with the efforts of the ecologist

Kyne whose dream is to "green" Arrakis. Kyne's belief that there is a huge water source

on the planet is confirmed when he is blown off-course during a storm and is confronted

by the sight of a vast saltpan. It is this belief and the patient striving of the Fremen

which makes the promises of the greening of the planet within five hundred years a

credible possibility. Environmental matters play an extremely important part in Dune

and David Allen (1973) suggests that the ecological theme is the idea giving impetus

behind the writing of the novel, which places Herbert among the new wave of

environmental consciousness sweeping the thinking of the 1960s.
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Power and its uses are a major theme of Dune; Paul Muad'Dib not only gains

the power of the Fremen and imperial throne, but he also develops the Bene Gesserit

powers of arcane knowledge and will over others taught him by Jessica and genetically

developed in him by the Bene Gesserit breeding plan. Thus Herbert mixes his sf with

the fantasy elements of a long line of weird women who foretell the future of a section of

the human race existing in a time far from Earth but still retaining the forces of greed,

love, lust and imperialism which today motivate humans to manipulate and conquer all

they come into contact with.

Kyle's dreams of greening Arrakis reveal how finely balanced the ecology of

Dune is balanced. The Fremen's way of taking the water of anyone not seen as a

possible aid to their people is another indication of how precious moisture is on a desert

planet, and the Fremen stillsuits and tents are yet another mark of the ingenuity of

humans in coming to terms with a hostile environment. As the novel progresses it

becomes obvious that Dune cannot ever become desert-free as the giant worms produce

the spice melange and they need a desert climate in which to live. Therefore, any

tampering with the planet's environment has to be carefully studied and maintained.

Baron Vladimir Harkonnen is seen as both sycophant surrounded by sycophants

and wicked corrupting influence, especially on his nephew Feyd Rautha whom Paul kills

in unshielded combat. This is not only a triumph of good over evil; it is a personal

victory for Paul as he refuses to use a word-sound which would render Feyd helpless;

instead, Paul kills his opponent with physical strength alone. Throughout the novel,

Herbert has mixed the controlling mental and physical ways of the Bene Gesserit

sisterhood which, together with the Fremen takes this book towards the borders of

fantasy. Paul Muad'Dib foresees his own future and the terrible purpose he has in the

jihad which is to come. When Paul's thoughts are read there is always a prescience of

what is to come and an awareness of the thoughts and purposes of others. Paul is one of

the few men who have had Bene Gesserit training as the Bene Gesserit is primarily a

sisterhood. Although men rule the planetary imperium, women who are trained in the

Bene Gesserit ways are exceedingly powerful. Because Dune is a desert planet, Herbert
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has given its true rulers, the Fremen, many of the ways of Arabs and the origins of the

Fremen religion are more in line with the Qu'ran although they come from the Orange

Catholic Bible, an instrument compiled from all the religious teachings of old Earth.

However, their language is dotted with the words of Islam and they live in a society

where water is previous and has the power of money. Jessica is aware of this when she

forces Paul to accept the water distilled from the flesh of Jamis, whom he killed in hand

to hand combat. The water means more than money in this instance as it has gained Paul

acceptance into the Sietch Tabr and the secret name of Usul, meaning the base of the

pillar, signifying strength.

In Dune Herbert created the foundation for a sequence of books which span more

than three millennia of the planet's history, since the Atreides family fortunes were

linked to Arrakis. Herbert has introduced the mythology and religious symbology of

Earth into a planetary system many light years away and suitably altered by the passage

of millennia. Even so, the greed, lust and cruelty existing in the Dune series reflects the

problems existing in our own Terran society and suggests that humans will forever retain

the faults and strengths which are our current lot.
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CHAPTER 6

The 1980s has produced a new offshoot of science fiction writing, that of

cyberpunk. Cyberpunk combines the talents of street-wise computer "hackers" and

"hoods" with the almost limitless diversity of intelligence-enhancement provided by the

microchip when human and computer become interfaced. In Tron (1982) Brian Daley's

hero's intellect becomes a computer program and interacts with other programs as if he

were part of the computer itself, whilst in Neuromancer (1984), William Gibson has

created a criminal hacker who has suffered the consequences of being apprehended and

is trying to regain his ability to enter a computer consciously as part of a program, of

which he has been deprived. As can be judged from these two examples, with computer

technology in its present state cyberpunk does not need to make a vast jump into the

future in order to explore the possibilities of human-computer interfacing. George Alec

Effinger takes his readers into just such a near-future in his two novels featuring the

activities of Marid Audran, a human with a cybernetically enhanced brain. In When

Gravity Fails, (George Alec Effinger, 1987) the scene is this planet after normal political

and economic upheavals have rendered the USSR and USA into small self-contained

states with proportionately less clout than they have now, a process already occurring in

what used to be the Soviet Union. In Effinger's future, the Middle East has become the

hub of the world's political and financial dealings, but the motivating forces have

changed considerably, the laws of Islam being mainly comfortably accommodated into

lifestyles which simply do not conform to the ways determined by the Prophet. There

remain a few extremists however, and they supply the substrata of forces which guide the

action.

As we enter into the world created by Effinger, we are confronted by the

timelessness of an Arab world, governed by the teachings of the Prophet, whose

inhabitants' every move is made accompanied by the constant repetition of Inshallah (if

God wills it). For many, including the main character Marid Audran, religion is just

something to which they pay lip-service, but others, such as Friedlander Bey are
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ostensibly devout, although in Bey's case he continually breaks the holy laws and then,

by contrast, spends many hours on his knees begging the forgiveness of Allah for his

sins. This picture of the future painted by Effinger is very different from those of

Clifford Simak and Ron Hubbard, but it is one which is still easy to extrapolate from the

present day, as it seeks to insinuate a rather sleazy detective into a future setting where

his quarries are usually augmented into "super" beings through the use of neuro-

technology, and consequently cannot be dealt with in the traditional ways of detective

fiction. In Effinger's cyberpunk future the human mind can be wired to take advantage

of personality modules and add-ons — moddies and daddies. Moddies can make the user

become the person on whom they are modelled, be it a sexy siren, a make-believe

detective or a secret agent with a licence to kill. Daddies are of more practical use as

they allow the user to bring whatever information or skill is required directly into the

short term memory. These are the brain-enhancing agents employed by the "villains"

Effinger's initially unmodified hero finds himself up against.

Using a narrative technique which mimics a detective novel, Effinger develops

the plot of When Gravity Fails along the lines of a Philip Marlowe novel revealing the

influence of Raymond Chandler, whom Effinger quotes in the title pages. The novel

opens with Marid Audran, a small-time hustler living in the Budayeen district of an

unnamed North African city, becoming involved in the investigation of the murder of

several of his friends and acquaintances, most of them transsexual males. A killer,

modified into a super cool James Bond who uses his licence to kill to dispatch Audran's

latest client, commits the first murder of the Russian, Bogatyrev, who is shot while

employing Marid to find his son Nikolas. The second and third murders are of two of the

Black Widow Sisters, associates of the "godfather" of the Budayeen, Friedlander Bey.

Tamiko is tortured and slashed to death, but Devi is shot in bed. People in the Budayeen

district begin to get worried about these crimes while the police are off-hand, then one of

Friedlander Bey's closest associates, Abdulaye is murdered and sodomized in the same

way as Tamiko. Friedlander Bey calls on Marid to help him and requires his brain to be

surgically modified so that he can operate on a par with his adversary who is likewise
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modified. Marid does not want to have his brain modified: he has a horror of operations

rather than an aesthetic objection to being "wired". That is, until he meets Friedlander

Bey who persuades him to get wired by dint of money and threats. Even so, Marid only

has the operation as he believes the surgery will enable him to find the killer of his

sometime friend and recent client, Nikki, whose mutilated body has been stuffed into a

trash bag and dumped in an alley, in a similar condition to Abdulaye and Tami.

The day Marid leaves hospital, three weeks after his operation, the third Black

Widow Sister, Selima, is murdered and her organs arranged around a hotel bathroom — a

sign painted on the bathroom mirror in blood reads "Audran, you next". Marid

determines to find out more about Friedlander Bey's associates and the man Nikki was

supposed to have gone to live with, the German, Seipelt. After more gruesome human

remains are discovered in various places, Marid meets one of the psychopathic murderers

and kills him. His conviction that there is another killer on the loose leads Marid to

Hassan who is torturing Lieutenant Okking the policeman in charge of the case. Marid

chips in a daddy which sends him mad and he tears both Hassan and Okking to pieces

with his teeth, and through Marid Effinger gives his readers an insight into the

advantages and disadvantages of having an augmented intelligence and personality.

The hi-tech mental augmentation proposed by Effinger becomes the norm in the

pages of this book and the male-female, female-male transsexuals peopling the novel

raise the question of how twenty-second century society copes with a medical science

which can produce sex changes indistinguishable from the "real thing" (apart from the

hands and feet whose size cannot be changed). Effinger has portrayed characters who

are doing very well using technology to its fullest, in a world where the medieval souks

ply their trade side by side with twenty-second century technology. This world of

transsexuals and clipjoints, where any kind of liquor, drugs or pleasure may be

purchased, is governed by the laws of Islam which expressly forbid most of the activities

undertaken and substances peddled by the inhabitants. Despite this Marid Audran's

world flourishes, providing many pleasures and dangers for the hordes of visiting

tourists, and it can be seen that Effinger's Arab Budayeen, despite designer drugs and
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cybernetically altered brains, bears a strong resemblance to Ben Jonson's Bartholomew

Fair and the various characters and caricatures of people who populate its decadent bars

and streets are as many and varied as those depicted by Jonson. The three prostitutes

Tamiko, Devi and Selima, commonly known as the Black Widow Sisters ) parallel

Jonson's grotesque characters. One of Tami's teeth has been modified to inject a dose of

lethal toxin should she feel the urge to kill one of her clients, she paints her face a stark

geisha white with eyelids and lips painted flat black. In Mark's description of Tamiko,

Effinger gives a glimpse of the state medical science has reached in its ability to change

the human form to any bizarre pattern required by its crazy clients:

She wore the emblem of the Black Widow Sisters: immense, incredible breast
implants. Tami's bust probably measured fifty-five or sixty inches. (p. 23)

Tamiko has even had epicanthic folds added to her eyelids, altering her appearance to

that of an Oriental. Bizarre as it is, Effinger's future world is not so far-fetched as to

make it impossibly unbelievable; for one thing, the main driving force supplying

motivation to his characters is greed for power and/or money. Human traits have not

changed with time and all the perversions, paranoias and manias forming the meat of

today's media are all grist to Effinger's authorial mill. By employing the language and

pace of the 1940s detective novel in a twenty-second century setting, Effinger intensifies

the contrasts found in his settings and characters where future technology finds a

sometimes uneasy place beside the traditional Islamic values. However, Marid Audran is

no detective after the Philip Marlowe tradition; being a coward Marid prefers the role of

Nero Wolfe. His purchase of a moddy which will give him the powers of that

overweight orchid lover provides a humorous moment in one of the darkest times of this

frequently black novel and, despite his efforts to acquire artificial detective skills,

Marid's investigation is very much fortuitous and relies far more on chance than

deduction.

Marid begins the novel as an impoverished small-time hustler, but in spite of this,

he is his own man; he ends the novel far wealthier, but at the beck and call of

Friedlander Bey, the Arab "godfather", thanks mainly to the technology available in his
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society. Marid's fortunes are reversed when "Papa" Bey pays for his corymbic implant.

This technological advance is the major stepping stone which brings this novel out of the

twentieth century and into the twenty-second century as the cloak of Islam appears to

have stifled advance in most other areas of living. It is possible that Effinger was

influenced by the demonstrations reported in popular scientific journals such as the New

Scientist and the Scientific American during the 1960s of animals' motor responses being

controlled by the implantation of electrodes into the relevant areas of the brain, when he

"invented" the corymbic implant. This extrapolation of scientific discoveries may also

be observed in much earlier sf works which used science-based research data to enhance

and modernize the plot. In the nineteenth century the new "science" of mesmerism was

much vaunted for the power it gave its practitioners over their subjects. This power was

used for good (Sherlock Holmes, for example) or evil (his arch enemy, Professor

Moriarty). Even in its benevolent form it is not necessarily a desirable thing for one

human being to have this type of emotional and physical control over another, although it

is now commonly accepted that for hypnosis to occur, the subject's consent must be

freely given. In these days of strong awareness of the rights and freedoms of the

individual, control of a person's mind certainly violates these concerns, and by having a

brain implant at the insistence of Friedlander Bey, Marid becomes completely at his

mercy because a wire has also been inserted into his hypothalamus. Marid's doctor, Dr

Yaniknani, explains that as well as being the pleasure centre of the brain the

hypothalamus can also be a punishment centre where stimulation can cause as great

suffering as the amount of pure pleasure that can be obtained from stimulation of the

pleasure centre. Yaniknani's first encounter with Marid in his hospital room allows

Effinger to put forward an explanation of how the process of brain enhancement is

achieved.

"First we have inserted an extremely thin silver, plastic-sheathed wire into your
thalamus. The wire is less than a thousandth of an inch in diameter, too delicate to be
manipulated by hand. This wire will connect your reticular system to a unique add-on we
will provide you; it will enable you to damp out the neural network that catalogues
sensory detail. If, for instance it is vital for you to concentrate, you may choose to block
out disturbing visual, auditory, tactile and other signals . . . There are other wires to other
areas. Near the thalamus, in the center of your brain, is the hypothalamus. This organ is
small, but it has many varied and vital functions. You will be able to control, augment, or
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override most of them. For example, you may decide to ignore hunger, if you wish;
using the proper add-on you will feel no hunger at all, however long you fast . . ." (p. 162)

In view of the present state of technological advancement in this area it is not

unreasonable to accept this fictional procedure as a future medical possibility as it is no

more than an extrapolation of current medical experimentation.

Because of Friedlander Bey's power in the city and therefore the hospital,

Marid's brain is available for Papa's instructions to be carried out, overriding any ethical

objections that might be raised in allowing the implant to be made into Marid's pain

centre. Marid as a constant drug user, has ideas of the marvellous effects to be had from

his operation, but his patron is too wise to his ways, and ironically Marid is enslaved to

the Muslim equivalent of a Mafia "godfather" through the pain that can be inflicted by

the device implanted in his brain:

"Do you know what this is, my son?" he asked.
"No," I said.
"It is a portion of you". He pressed a button and the screaming nightmare that

had made an animal of me, that had driven me to rend and tear Okking and Hassan,
flooded my skull in its full, unstoppable fury.

I came to in a fetal position on Papa' s rug.
"That was only fifteen seconds," he told me calmly.
I stared at him sullenly. "That's how you're going to make me do what you

want?"
He gave me that piece of a smile again.
"No, my son." He tossed the control device in a gentle arc, and I caught it. I

looked at him
"Take it," he said. "It is your loving cooperation I desire, not your fear." (p. 273)

Thus Friedlander Bey ensures Marid's enslavement by giving him his "freedom".

Although advances in cybermedicine have made great progress in Effinger's

Budayeen society, the corymbic implant technique, which enables brain enhancement

and personality change, was not intended to be used in the way it has been developed, as

explained to Marid by Dr Yaniknani.

"You know that the medical profession is not unanimous in its sanction of these
modules. Some of our colleagues feel that the potential for abuse far outweighs the
benefits. Those benefits, actually, were very limited at first: the modules were produced
on a limited basis as therapeutic aids for patients with certain severe neurological
disturbances. However, the modules have been taken over by the popular media and are
used for purposes grossly different from those their inventors originally intended" "It's
too late to do anything about that now, and those few who are outraged and would
prohibit the modules' use can barely get an audience for their views . . ." (pp. 160-161).
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"Personality modules alter your consciousness and make you believe
temporarily that you are someone else. The add-ons feed directly into your short-term
memory and give you an instant knowledge of any subject; that vanishes when you
remove the chip." (p. 161)

As with any new technology new uses have been found for the cortical implant to enrich

people's lives. However, anything capable of altering emotions and changing personality

can be seen to be open to abuse and, as it is freely available to anyone with the necessary

money, the implant technique, perhaps the first stage of creating a cybernaut, can be

seriously misused. The trips Marid makes to Laila's mod shop introduce the idea of

"bootleg" moddies and the horrific moddie found on the corpse of Nikki, the transsexual

prostitute, suggests the depravity behind the minds of those who would abuse the

technique, a theme which is developed in A Fire in the Sun (1989).

The plot of A Fire in the Sun is more complex than that of When Gravity Fails as

it contains several intrigues regarding Marid's family and involves Reda Abu Adil with

whom over a century before Friedlander Bey had divided up the Islamic world in an

amazing agreement which made them the two most powerful men on Earth. Friedlander

Bey's counterpart, Reda Abu Adil, epitomizes the misuse of cybermedicine, a major

theme in A Fire in the Sun. He is revealed to be a pain addict "chipping in" to the

sufferings of other human beings whose pain has been recorded for this purpose; a type

of addiction which makes sadomasochism pale into insignificance. The action takes

place some months after Marid's horrific killing of Lieutenant Okking and Hassan and

moves to other locations besides the Budayeen. Marid is now a liaison officer between

Friedlander Bey and the Police Department, but he is quickly put on patrol duty with Jirji

Shaknahyi, by Lieutenant Hajjar, Okking's replacement. In this novel Effinger has

Marid learning and using police investigatory methods and his results are earned rather

than serendipitous. Marid is living in a suite in Friedlander Bey's palace and Bey cannot

do enough for him. Marid wakes up one morning to find himself the owner of a black

African slave, Kmuzu, a Christian who is the property of Friedlander Bey. Kmuzu is

also intended to report back to Friedlander Bey on Marid's activities and to discourage

his continuing use of drugs. Another gift Marid does not want from Friedlander Bey is
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the title deed to Chiriga's club and much of the book carries the sub-plot of Mark

redeeming himself in the eyes of his old friends in the Budayeen whom Friedlander Bey

appears intent on deleting from Marid's life. The themes of drug abuse and

cybertechnology are developed with Mark feeling partly responsible for Shaknahyi's

death when he was hung over from a drinking binge with Kmuzu and treated himself

with sonneine to clear the hangover. Marid redeems himself when he rescues

Friedlander Bey from a fire in his home, but he gives Kmuzu all his drugs.

As with many sequels, in writing A Fire in the Sun Effinger ran the risk of losing

the freshness of impact which lent such appeal to his original story. However, his

continuation of the satire, bitingly aimed against the laws imposed by a rigidly

interpreted religion, again grips and draws the reader into this strangely mixed up world

which extrapolates the current situation in the Middle East. In this world of glamorous

transsexuals like Nikki and Yasmin, or addicts to the pain of terminal illness such as

Shaykh Reda, the norm itself is deviant and Effinger has created a preposterous situation

in this society of the near future, which attempts to live with the ancient laws of Islam

whilst seeking to move freely in its newly acquired position as the world superpower.

Some of the bloodiness of scenes like:

. . . I felt a knife-edge of pain shoot through me, and I cried out. He hit me on the other
side, across the other collarbone. I heard the abrupt snapping of bone and I fell to my
knees.

`This may hurt a little," said Abu Adil in the voice of a kindly old doctor.
Umar began beating me on the back with the rod . . .
I struggled to my feet again. My left arm hung uselessly. My back was a

bleeding ruin . . . (p. 238)

is Effinger's way of alluding to the inflexible nature of traditional Islamic punishment.

In Marid's statement: "As for the thief, both male and female, cut off their hands. It is

the reward of their own deeds, an exemplary punishment from Allah. Allah is Mighty,

Wise." (p. 170) the message from the Qu'rdn is uncompromisingly clear. But the

question of punishment is frequently handled by Effinger with the pragmatism of modern

writers who no longer write to appease an audience trained to expect good to triumph

over evil. Having introduced a strong theme of surgical/technical/medical breakthroughs
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influencing Marid's North African society, in When Gravity Fails, Effinger continues to

use these themes, introducing the sinister "Phoenix File" as an explanation for the chain

of murders taking place in the Budayeen. As Shaknahyi dies from Jawarski's gunshot

wound, he gives Marid his notebook containing names of people who have been killed

plus the recipients of their organs. Marid follows up the cryptic clues and references to

the Phoenix File in Shaknahyi's notebook and discovers the Phoenix File is a complete

physical rundown of all Abu Adil's and Bey's associates with tissue matching details.

The further down the file a person's name appears, the more likely this unfortunate has of

becoming a donor rather than a recipient should an organ transplant be required. This

morally unconscionable list of live organ donors/recipients, prepared in a pact between

the two mob bosses, is known to Kmuzu who explains the list to Marid: "Everyone .. .

is ranked . . . from the lowest underling to Umar and yourself. If a person on the list is

injured or becomes ill and needs an organ transplant, Abu Adil or Friedlander Bey may

choose to sacrifice someone with a lower rating . . ."(p. 229). This is a chilling view of

organ transplantation and donation and covers an area of medicine which has recently

begun to make a huge impact on life expectancy. Having' transformed the life-giving

procedure of organ transplantation into a nightmare of medical science, Effinger

elaborates on the technological process which involves the insertion into the skull and

brain of a plug and wiring which will allow the recipient to become interfaced with

computerized software. At first, the ability to augment the brain's capabilities with

personality modules and giving almost unlimited knowledge to the short term memory

through "add-ons" appears to provide numerous benefits to people. Marid's corymbic

implant begins to play an increasingly important role in his life and Effinger has shown

both the advantages and horrors that such modifications can make. He then takes virtual

reality a step further with the "mind terror" Transpex game.

When Marid and Chiriga make up after Friedlander Bey's forced sale of her club

for Marid, they play a Transpex game which is almost like a twentieth century

videogame except the players are plugged into the set through their implants and each

experiences a scenario created by the other's mind. Points are scored for causing the
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other player extreme panic and terror. Chiriga and Marid try to outdo each other in

horror scenarios creating virtual reality at its most terrifying to the extent that it seems

that physical violence could become obsolete if Effinger's cybernetic dreams could

materialize. Whenever Marid has software chipped into his brain, Effinger changes from

writing in the first person to the third person, in italics, a technique which very

effectively emphasizes the change in Marid's consciousness. In the Transpex game the

reader is given only Marid's side of both his and Chiriga's mind scenarios. As Chiriga

creates a submarine world for the fish body in which she has placed Marid he discovers:

"At first there was only a kind of warm, flickering fog, veined with iridescence like

shimmery mother of pearl. Audran was lost in a cloud, but he didn't feel anxious about

it. It was absolutely silent and still, not even a whisper of breeze. He was aware of a

mild scent surrounding him, the fragrance of fresh sea air. Then things began to

change." (p. 109) When it is Marid's turn to create a nightmare for Chiri the enormous

sense of power wielded by a Transpex player can be felt by the reader:: "Audran gazed

down upon the ball of mist, like Allah in the highest of the heavens. He concentrated on

building a richly detailed illusion, and he was pleased with his progress." (p. 111). The

Transpex game is recreational, but Effinger suggests an even more horrific misuse of the

corymbic implant when he describes the pain addiction of Abu Adil whose entertainment

consists of plugging in a moddy of a suffering cancer patient. Shaykh Reda feeds his

addiction by wearing "bootleg" moddies recorded from people undergoing terrible pain

either from terminal illnesses or, as Marid finds out, from excruciating torture. Once

again Effinger's love of the ironic wells up when Marid's horror gift to Shaykh Reda of a

"D Syndrome" bootleg moddie is used on him to enhance his own pain whilst it is being

recorded by Shaykh Reda as Umar beats him. Abu Adil has also created a refinement on

masturbation when he sodomizes his aide while Umar Abdul-Qawy is plugged into a

module recorded from Abu Adil's personality. In creating the idea of add-on brain

software, Effinger also has the writer's answer to every critic's disbelief of the apparent

superhuman constitution of his hero – Marid's pain controlling daddies allow him to
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operate beyond any normal physical limits whilst credibly retaining his significantly anti-

hero image.

Thus the whole gamut of the misuse of technological advance is explored in this

novel. Effinger also continues to examine the religious aspect of this Muslim society;

the influence of the Prophet can be seen everywhere and it is a major influence on

Marid's character development. Friedlander Bey's devotion to his religion begins to

have its influence on Marid and by the end of the novel he has begun to make more

active religious efforts than just the constant lip-service paid to Allah through the

repetition of his name, which is part of the religion-dominated linguistic culture. One of

the reasons for Marid's newly-found religious interest is the visions he has of the Prophet

when he uses the Wise Counsellor moddy. This module creates a scenario from the

wearer's subconscious in the form of a dream which could be of anything, but Marid

always meets the Prophet. Marid is also encouraged to use the I Ching by Yasmin, who

has a pocket electronic model and, between his Wise Counsellor moddy and the advice

of the I Ching, MarId is being given guidance from sources unlike any he has used

before. The many twists and turns this novel takes in creating a wholly believable future

world always end with an answer being found in the religious matrix in which this world

is embedded. Markl's descriptions of the towns he and Saied visit on his way to find his

mother attest to the lack of progress made in two centuries of technological development

in a world governed by the laws of Islam.

Effinger takes several contemporary precepts in his Budayeen books — the main

one of which is the established Muslim religion and its effect on society. In this he is

probably on extremely safe ground as the ancient and modern can be seen to operate side

by side in the present-day Islamic world and it would seem that any change in this

tension could only come about through a major catastrophe. At the same time Effinger

injects a similar satirical humour into these stories as he has in his Time series with small

anomalies and occasionally, vast rents in the fabric of Muslim society, mocking the Arab

world's rigid, religion-oriented thinking.
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Although not up to the standard of his Budayeen books, Effinger's Time books

have great merit in as much as they take the norms of society and warp them until they

become fantasy themselves, always keeping the reader off-balance as identification with

the main protagonists' problems is continually being interrupted as the background one

has been led to accept is suddenly changed, just by a few tiny incidents marring the

known history of an era and creating chaos in an accepted concept. Effinger's penchant

for satire comes to the fore in his Time books. The jutting jaw, "deep chest covered with

the right amount of dark hair – virile but not atavistic" (The Nick of Time, 1983, p. 3),

and ultra clean-cut personality of Frank Mihalik, set the scene for the book, and the

society which bred the intrepid Frank and his beloved Cheryl attests to the adaptability of

human beings to live in any given society with apparent comfort and ease. Society has,

at the point where time travel becomes possible, "progressed" to a totalitarian version of

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. With a sugar-based economy as the foundation for

their present-time experience, Frank and Cheryl are perhaps unsuited to the extremes of

sophistication to which they are exposed. In The Nick of Time, which the cover blurb

describes as "A deeply meaningful excursion through the space-time continuum", one is

constantly reminded of Frank Baum's Oz as Frank begins his journey to the World's Fair

of 1939. But the Fair and its setting are slightly awry and not quite what we have

anticipated as the rather "sweet" atmosphere of a time now lost forever is experienced by

Effinger's hero. Frank's eventual exploitation of the situation in which he finds himself

trapped shows a remarkable lack of adherence to the rules which form the heroic code.

He beats up and robs for his food until his slight intellect brings him to the realization

that he can better exploit the innocent populace, cheating them out of their money,

simply by telling them intimate details he has come to know in his daily exposure to the

repeated day in their lives. Poor Frank caught in a time loop appears to be headed for

eternity in this situation until his great friend Ray, chances all and comes to free him

from his prison of time. This is where Effinger brings in the sadistic twist to his work,

laughing with (or is it at) the reader for actually contemplating the possibility that people

could travel through time.
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For the B-grade movie cast of characters in The Nick of Time, time travel goes

horribly wrong. The infinitesimal differences of probability which distort time are

examined in the light of memories of ancient movies — Frank and Cheryl eventually

realize they are not the lovers who have grown up together as they cannot agree on the

casting of The Wizard of Oz and Gone With the Wind. The reliance on trivia in the lives

of his protagonists reveals Effinger's reflection on the type of throwaway society we now

have.

The Bird of Time (1988) is the sequel to The Nick of Time , set one hundred years

after the previous book. Picking up from The Nick of Time where Frank established the

Time Corps, time travel has now become an exciting holiday "getaway" for tourists. As

a contrast to his predecessor, Hartstein, the hero, is a serious minded student who begins

his adventures with a visit to the ancient library at Alexandria. Wearing a toga and

jewellery — a costume provided by the wardrobe of the Time Corps, the student of

ancient manuscripts is catapulted into the past. The streets of ancient Alexandria and the

library steps with the bustling populace do not disappoint. However, as he wanders the

aisles of great works lost to mankind forever, he is pulled up short as he reads the titles

on the spines of the books — the shelves are lined with books. Once again Effinger has

started playing tricks on his characters and readers. The explanation for Hartstein's

incongruous find are explained by the largely uneducated assumptions currently held by

the majority of the populace influencing the way the past is laid out. The scenes are

frequently reminiscent of the film Time Bandits, and indeed many of the jokes Effinger

plays in these two books are of a "Pythonesque" nature. Even the moment of death is no

longer a certainty and Hartstein's encounter with Jesus is straight out of a Sunday school

text.

These two books are a far cry from the cyberpunk world of Marl'd Audran, but

they illustrate the range of Effinger's satirical imagination and entertainingly consider the

possible pitfalls of time travel, a subject which has constantly fascinated sf authors as

evidenced by the many novels written in defiance of Ensteinian laws.
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Science fiction provides an ideal forum for exploring the subject of artificial

intelligence, from Hal's mad intelligence in Clarke's 2001: A Space Odyssey to the

living androids of Dick's Bladerunner (1962) (previously titled Do Androids Dream of

Electric Sheep? ). These novels also deal with the science of cybernetics and robotics.

In analyzing these works, particular emphasis will be placed on social attitudes towards

robots and androids in an effort to explain the reasons behind the creation of such

artifices and why these attempts are usually doomed because of the human creators' lack

of understanding of the impact they will have upon society. Until the last fifteen years or

so the prospect of constructing a living machine with its own intelligence was not

possible but, with the development of microprocessors using chips of ever more complex

and microscopic size, the construction of a thinking, mobile machine is no longer a

technological fantasy from the brain of an over-imaginative sf writer. It seems that as the

creation of a robot has become a more plausible idea, writers have changed their notion

of what constitutes a robot and the ethics of employing such entities, which possibly have

greater strength and intelligence than humans, as mere slaves in the same way one might

use any labour-saving device. As a result of this development, science fiction writers

have dealt with the subject of these machines in many ways: Douglas Adams has had

fun with the idea of a super intelligent thinking machine, Deep Thought, (The Hitch-

Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy) and the idea has also been made into a terrifying nightmare

in the film The Terminator, where a robot specifically made to destroy a human target

will not cease its quest until its virtually indestructible frame is burnt, dismembered and

crushed. Between these two extremes of the exploration of the robot/android theme, lie

many works incorporating robots into societies where they become either commonplace

acceptable second-class citizens or exploited cruelly treated machine slaves.

The androids of Philip K. Dick's Bladerunner in particular fall into this latter

category, their plight exacerbated because of their human physical construction. Apart

from their extra strength, the androids occupy a human frame (deliberately engineered to

self destruct before the androids are experienced enough to utilize their superiority over

human beings), making their slave status doubly pathetic. Thus the callousness of their
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treatment encourages the reader, whose own mortality may already be lying heavily upon

him or her, to identify with these creatures. The "built-in obsolescence" of Dick's

androids is one method of controlling a man-made creature though, in view of the

android revolts, a not very effective one. However, as early as 1941 Isaac Asimov

devised a series of "Laws" to be implanted into the "psyche" of the robotic creation.

Asimov's attempt to deal logically and unemotionally with the somewhat disquieting

notion of super-powerful creatures built by humans, suggested that circuits could be built

into the robotic brain to prevent their power ever being misdirected towards humans

(Blackburn, F. & P., Science Fiction, p. 29). The Asimov "Laws of Robotics" — the

inhibitor placed upon all machine men to prevent them from harming their owners-was,

until recently, an essential part of any story about robots. These Laws state:

I A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a
human to come to harm.

II A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where
such orders would conflict with the first law.

III A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection
does not conflict with the first or second law.

However, in these days of the value placed on the freedom of the individual, it is

no longer mandatory for the robot to have such inhibitors built into its behaviour

patterns. It is therefore able to act more for itself, tragically demonstrated in Philip K.

Dick's androids. The desperation of Roy and Pris to obtain the "antidote" to the non-

replacement of cells in their bodies is manifested in the violence of their behaviour

towards humanity. In Dick's original title Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? the

pathetic state of human society is portrayed in the loss of animals through nuclear fallout

and their replacement with realistically animated synthetic forms to psychologically

comfort humans. The idea of an adult human becoming attached to a "Cabbage Patch"

sheep, horse or owl is almost funny until the underlying implications are considered.

When Rick goes to work and tends his "sheep" before leaving from his rooftop garage,

he has to don a lead codpiece in an attempt to preserve his genetic makeup from the

radioactive rain. Rick and his wife Iran own an empathy box where they can "fuse" with
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Mercer in order to achieve a higher consciousness – a long and stony trail doomed to

failure in their experience. Iran is addicted to their mood programming machine,

deliberately using depression to reflect her own deep-seated hopelessness. In a society

where humans are so mechanically and artificially controlled the androids, whose own

makeup is so human in many ways, could almost be expected to become acceptable

neighbours to the few mainly psychologically or physically imperfect humans left on

Earth. In Dick's sick post-twentieth century society this is not the case, and the constant

call of the media to Earth-bound humans to migrate to the outerworlds leaves fewer and

fewer "whole" humans in the world – those whose genes have been damaged or who are

mentally incompetent are not allowed to breed or colonize.

Philip K. Dick's novel Bladerunner is set in a not too distant future which has

developed in a quite different way to Effinger's twenty-second century Middle East. It is

set in the mid-twenty-first century in a polluted and dying San Francisco, which appears

to have been engulfed by the sprawling megalopolis of Los Angeles, and everywhere

there is a sense of loss. Whereas Effinger's Budayeen books are dark satire, Dick is

dealing in dark despair. Dick's humans are able to control their moods using a Penfield

mood organ, and to merge consciousness with an empathy box which puts them in touch

with the feelings of all other humans linked to the apparatus at that time as they have a

semi-religious experience with the modern-day prophet, Mercer. But the plight of the

humans in a world which they have made hostile to them by pollution and nuclear war is

overshadowed by that of Dick's androids and the book deals with the moral dilemma

created when bionic machines are made in the image of man. One of the benefits of

becoming a colonist, apart from the escape from radiation poisoning, is that a home away

from Earth will provide android slave-servants to assist in every aspect of colonial

pioneering life – the major cause of the android revolts. Dick paints a picture of a world

depressingly depopulated with no apparent plan for rebuilding society; instead, society

lives with its failure, maintaining some kind of order within the ever-depleting ranks of

humanity. Although this book could be seen as an "after Armageddon" work, its main

focus on the attitude of humans to machine animals and created humanoids, makes it a
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more intense study of the psychological responses humans have to each other and to

animals. The discovery of anything living in the wild is seen as most precious and to be

protected and cherished at all costs (a human trait not shared by the androids). "Electric

sheep" are a poor substitute for real animals, but they are regarded with love and care,

whereas the androids, creatures most resembling their human creators, are used like

beasts of burden. This contrast of attitudes reflects to some degree the feelings of many

humans toward their pets – love, care, identification with the animal's needs, whereas

these same people can treat each other with far less love and charity. After all, in Dick's

near-future society, only some 200 years would have elapsed since black slavery was

commonplace in US society and young children were used to mine coal in Britain. In

this book Dick has found the core of humans' distrust for each other – his protagonists

are living in the wasted aftermath of a nuclear conflict – testimony to the outcome of the

human antagonistic nature. Far from being cured of an antipathy toward others bearing

their form by this bitter catastrophe, Dick's human protagonists are still inclined to see

more worth in the life of a spider than that of an intelligent human-like android (p. 156).

Even so, the character of Rick Deckard gradually develops a respect for the androids he

hunts for bounty and an ironic twist at the end of the novel, when Iran discovers his live

toad has an electronic control panel, has him telling her, "The electric things have their

lives, too. Paltry as those lives are," (p. 181).

Not all books written about cybernetics are as thought-provoking and sombre as

those of Effinger and Dick. In complete contrast to the serious plight of Philip K. Dick's

androids, Douglas Adams provides a hilarious look into the mind of a depressed robot in

the Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy series. Quoting from the Encyclopedia Galactica,

a work frequently referred to in Adams' Hitch-Hiker series, a robot is defined as:". . . a

mechanical apparatus designed to do the work of a man."* The Sirius Cybernetics

Corporation, manufacturers of robots, define a robot as "Your Plastic Pal Who's Fun to

be With" (p. 73). Marvin, Zaphod Beeblebrox's robot apparently conforms to Asimov's

In his Hitch Hiker series, Adams refers to a catalogue of reference works and manuals which
provide an authoritative explanation of any unfamiliar aspect of Adam's story. This is a clever and
amusing contrivance allowing him to define a framework of normality for his crazy scenarios.
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Laws of Robotics in his attitude towards humans, but in his attitude towards the tasks

designated him Marvin falls short of the description of a robot contained in the

Encyclopedia Galactica, and his constant depression hardly makes him a joy to own

because he is unfortunately a "personality prototype" (p. 76), a disastrously unsuccessful

attempt by his makers to make their product more "user friendly". Marvin's reluctance

to carry out simple "buttering" tasks like showing in visitors, as he finds them beneath a

robot "with a brain the size of a planet" (p. 75) and his unenthusiastic responses "like the

tolling of a great cracked bell" do not reflect Sirius' advertising claims.

As a robot, Marvin fits the standard notion of what a robot might look like, he has

a "gleaming brushed steel head" atop a humanoid metal body "beautifully constructed

and polished" (p. 70). The unexpected parts of the description deal with the fact that

Marvin is sitting "humped . . . head hanging loosely between its gleaming brushed steel

knees . . . it somehow looked as if the various parts of its more or less humanoid body

didn't quite fit properly. In fact they fitted perfectly well, but something in its bearing

suggested that they might have fitted better." Adams has given his robot human body

language and the reader is immediately aware that this robot has a problem. Depression

in humans is a serious illness, but in a robot such as Marvin, it takes on a comic quality

and his constant complaining of pains in his diodes, spasms of despair, and irony circuits

fitted into his voice modulator, give the robot a personality suited to a sad clown.

Marvin's constant worry that he is "getting [people] down" adds to this ridiculous

characterization of a manufactured useful appliance. To add to the robot's humanlike

qualities, Zaphod Beeblebrox's frustration with the constantly cheerful shipboard

computer is mirrored in Marvin's anthropomorphism of the ship's doors, which are also

fitted with a need to make their users happy:

"You watch this door,' he muttered, 'it's about to open again. I can tell by the
intolerable air of smugness it suddenly generates.'

With an ingratiating little whine the door slid open again and Marvin stomped
through. (The Hitch-Hiker's Guide To The Galaxy, p. 75)

Apart from the depressed Marvin, Douglas Adams' offbeat wit has provided the

realms of science fiction with a "stupendous super computer" (The Hitch-Hiker's Guide
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To The Galaxy, p.125) called Deep Thought. Deep Thought is so intelligent it is revered

by its makers and designed to give the answer to the "ultimate question" to be posed by

sentient life forms: the meaning of "Life", "The Universe", "Everything". The only

problem Deep Thought's designers have is that the computer will take seven and a half

million years to arrive at the answer. Having no context, the answer "42" was so absurd

it became an "in" joke amongst Adams' fans. The joke is continued as Deep Thought is

forced to invent the ultimate question to make sense of the answer, which results in the

creation of the Earth. In this devastatingly tooth-grinding piece of nonsense, Adams has

encapsulated the problems caused by creating and using computers to their maximum

capacity. Adams' scenes are frequently like those created by a playwright from the

Theatre of the Absurd, (After Magritte immediately comes to mind) and in the same

book, Douglas Adams has the somewhat questionable character, the two-headed Zaphod

Beeblebrox, "acquire" from Zarniwoop, The Heart of Gold — a ship powered by an

Improbability Drive and housing a "Sirius Cybernetics Shipboard Computer which

controlled and permeated every particle of the ship . . ." (The Hitch-Hiker's Guide To

The Galaxy, p. 79). Although designed to assist and improve the quality of human

existence, the shipboard computer is thoroughly detested by its human crew, proving that

no matter how perfect a personality can be created, it can still grate on others, especially

the insufferable constantly cheerful assurance of The Heart of Gold's cybernetic nervous

system.

While Adams' cybernetic creations do not present any threat to humans, being

either useless, a nuisance, or paranoid, they still suggest that humans are better off

without the rather dubious assistance of computer driven intelligence. However, the

depression suffered by Marvin the paranoid android and The Heart of Gold's shipboard

computer's unfailing and sickening exuberance are benign and funny idiosyncrasies that

can be hilariously portrayed in a novel such as The Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy

which aims to entertain its readers whilst satirizing the human impulse which reveals an

ego needing constant reassurance through playing God.
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The fascination for many writers with the concept of artificial intelligence and

constructed human replicas has been evident in sf for many years and seems to stem from

the human need to imitate God and create in his (and nowadays, her) own image. The

fact that many of these creations appear to fall into the area of tragedy rather than

optimism also suggests the likeness with the creation myth: no sooner is the creature

given its own status than it can no longer remain the property of its creator but must

explore and manipulate its environment, usually with the result of angering the creator

and causing upheaval in the scheme of things. Once again, to use two diametrically

opposite examples of this, The Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy is witty satire of

modern society played against a science fiction background, and the horrible sentence

imposed on Marvin in The Restaurant at the End of the Universe (1980) is funny. When

Marvin is forced to wait, working as a carpark attendant, five hundred and seventy-six

thousand million years (p. 101) for Zaphod's party to turn up at Milliways, the restaurant

at the end of the universe, before he is reunited with them this is just another of the

unfortunate occurrences which plague his existence, whereas the mental breakdown of a

shipboard computer, "HAL", in Arthur C. Clarke's 2001; A Space Odyssey dooms the

mission which it is supposed to control.

The real push in sf literature towards a world assisted by robots occurred during

the 1950s when society was being constantly bombarded by the advertising industry

crying out the benefits of the new gadgetry which flooded the post WWII markets.

Another aspect of this push may be seen in the prevalence of atomic driven machines at

this time. The 1950s was a period where people were becoming accustomed to the fact

of atomic power and its peaceful use and the media was attempting to sell nuclear energy

with campaigns suggesting the "good" atom as a help to human beings rather than the

horrific destroyer it had so recently proved to be when Japan lost the cities and

populations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to atomic bombs. This attempt at giving atomic

energy the aspect of a utopian building block seems to have greatly influenced sf writers

of the time: apart from providing an almost inexhaustible supply of energy for spaceship

motors (since revised to more "clean" methods of propulsion in keeping with our present
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energy-saving, environmentally conscious propaganda), it gave robots a long-lasting

discrete energy supply. Horace Gold (quoted in Amis, 1961, 64) comments on the

insight we can have of earlier societies from the content of science fiction stories, and the

aspect of changing public attitudes towards nuclear energy and machines which remove

the human operator from the workforce is especially evident in the science fiction of the

fifties and sixties.

This preoccupation with nuclear energy is reflected many times in sf especially

that published first in the popular magazines. Betelgeuse Bridge , by William Tenn and

published in Galaxy in 1951) is one story in this category which immediately comes to

mind. Tenn's story is narrated by Dick, the owner of a New York advertising agency,

and it takes the need of the US Government to present giant slimy snail-like aliens to a

sceptical public as benefactors to mankind. The problem is handed to an advertising

agency to come up with a promotion to "sell" the two aliens to the world in order to

obtain the extremely advanced technology possessed by the monsters. As with many

science fiction stories of the early fifties, this one deals with humans being duped by

aliens. It sneers at the irony of a government actually hiring people to promote the public

image of these beings in order to ensure their acceptance so that their technology may be

acquired, whilst the aliens are busy trying to convince humans they should exchange all

the planet's radioactive ore for "revitalizers" – rejuvenation machines allowing five times

the normal lifespan. These are the cream of an advanced technology apparently having

no obvious power source. However, when all the pitchblende has been exchanged for

these machines and the obsequious snails, nicknamed Andy and Dandy for publicity

purposes, have left the planet with their spoils, the machines cease to work. Humanity

has been duped: "sold the equivalent of the Brooklyn Bridge by some dressed up

smarties from Betelgeuse" (p. 62). When the machines are stripped, traces of their fuel

supply are discovered – pure radioactive elements. The tiny atomic packs power

everything the aliens left behind. It seems to have been the common belief in the early

fifties that such a huge amount of energy could be obtained from nuclear power that even

if the power source were tiny, enough atomic energy could be contained within it to
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power even a large machine for a long time. Naturally, no story with the light humorous

slant running through it that this one has could have an unsatisfactory ending: humans

have been united in their efforts to provide the visiting gastropods with fuel, and their

efforts to produce artificial radioactives allow them to revitalize the revitalizers, build a

starship and send a sales team to barter for the rest of the slug technology, "collect the

tolls on that Brooklyn Bridge they sold us," (p. 63). The quotation that sums up the

current feelings toward technology in this story is the narrator's: "All we had to do was

the necessary research," (p. 63). These were the days when "Madison Ave" advertising

was booming and, together with this and the huge advances in technology, there was a

spirit of optimism in mankind's ability to achieve almost anything – provided we were

united; for these were also the days when the Cold War was causing the testing and

stockpiling of nuclear weapons in a deadly arms race. Despite this more serious

underlying social and political problem, this story serves to illustrate the belief that

nuclear power could be miniaturized to allow for a long-term power supply which would

enable a robot to operate freely for a long time, without recharging.

The benefits to a world assisted by robots and androids are referred to in many sf

works and, in the rash of sf movies created during the last 20 years, assisted by the

development of brilliant special effects, many of these extensions to human being's

image have achieved the status of movie stars. The androids See Threepio and Arto

Deeto from Star Wars definitely fall into this category, as does the rather "tincan"

designed No. 5 of Short Circuit. Even Dr Who shares a starring role with the robot dog,

K-9, in the series starring Tom Baker as the Doctor. Perhaps this easy acceptance by

audiences of a machine as a hero reflects the extremely effective marketing policies

adopted by the media to promote sales of computer "user friendly" software and the

many labour-saving devices upon which most western households depend. However,

technological development in the field of cybernetics is extremely costly and, in the light

of current world overpopulation and underemployment, a possible waste of resources.

Even so, most people assume robots, human/computer interfacing and mad computers to
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be the stuff of which science fiction novels are made and the authors whose work has

been reviewed in this chapter have succeeded in writing convincingly on these subjects.
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CHAPTER 7

In the preceding chapters some of the works of several popular sf authors have

been examined with a particular emphasis on the development of societies influenced by

technological change. These same authors have achieved a greater depth and reality in

their work through the development of other structures in society which can provide a

realistic foundation for the amazing events and scientific advances which give the sf novel

its unique place in literature. This chapter will look at some of the different techniques

employed by sf writers to achieve the solid foundations upon which to base their fantastic

technological dreams. Most of the novels referred to in this chapter are already covered in

the preceding chapters, but in order to introduce a discussion on the use of religion in sf

literature, a look at the very powerful forces which make Star Wars (Lucas, 1977) an

uncompromising choice between good and evil seems a good way to begin.

Although it first made its impact as a film, Star Wars is a prime example of the

constant battle between good and evil as the less powerful forces of the Empire battle

against Darth Vader's overwhelmingly superior battle fleet with its hideous Death Star.

This uneven fight parallels that of the Hobbits against the dark forces of Mordor in The

Lord of the Rings (Tolkie.n, 1966) and, indeed, is aimed at a predominantly youthful

audience, but both works contain a popular appeal which overcomes any age-specific

boundaries. Although age may bring the knowledge that good and bad cannot always be

separated, the need to believe that goodness will triumph does not diminish and stories

with this distinction will always find popularity. Our earliest epics, such as Beowulf's

fight against Grendel, in spite of a progressive blurring of Beowulf's moral standing,

contain this aspect of storytelling and it will probably remain part of our matrix of story

devices until the last human stops telling stories. Star Wars is an uncompromising battle

between those who would destroy a planet as a matter of course in order to gain victory,

and the denizens of the planet's solar system who need to conquer the evil threatening their

existence. Constant reference is made to "The Dark Side" represented by the asthmatic

Darth Vader and his followers and "The Force", of which Obe wan Knobe and Luke
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Skywalker carry the power. Thus the Star Wars trilogy can be seen as an allegory of the

constant war between the forces of good and evil tipping the scales first one way then the

other, a balance which is reflected in the perceptions of Darth Vader and Obe wan Knobe

as they feel the ebb and flow in The Force. George Lucas's protagonists, both human and

alien, are presented as either monstrous or sympathetic, according to their innate character

as connected to The Force and The Dark Side rather than their physical appearance. Lucas

has managed to overcome the problems that our world is constantly having with race by

giving his audience a view into the hearts and minds of his aliens and humans, allowing

the choice of liking or disliking to be made on a scale which is not racial or species-

specific, but spiritual.

Star Wars has an exceptionally clear-cut distinction between good and evil, but

there is also a definite distinction drawn in Philip Jose Farmer's Night of Light (1972)

where the two sons of the goddess Boonta represent good and bad. The battle fought

between the followers of Yess and Algul in Night of Light poses a double problem if one

attempts to look at sides in Farmer's book. He has chosen to juxtapose the Roman

Catholic faith with an alien religion, Boontism, to examine the effects of faith and belief on

the true followers of both religions. Whereas Catholicism is based on purity of mind and

body as well as the constant battle between the powers of heaven and hell, Boontism is a

religion in which carnality plays a major part in the creation of the new god, whichever of

Boonta's sons will gain power and be born. The huge statue of the goddess contained in

the massive temple dedicated to Boonta, appears as some nightmarish fertility god:

A stone statue reared toward the ceiling. It was fully sixty metres high, a
titanic woman, naked with many swollen breasts. One hand was in the act of pulling
a squalling baby from her womb. The other hand was clutched around a second
infant. This one was squawking soundlessly with terror, for the woman's mouth was
open — her fanged mouth — and she was about to bite down upon the head of the
infant . . . Other babies were sprawled about her body . . . The face of the goddess
Boonta was a study in split personality. One eye, fixed on the baby about to be
devoured, was wild and savage. The other eye was half-lidded, calm, maternal, bent
upon a baby feeding contentedly on the nearest breast. One side of the face was
loving, the other vicious. (Night of Light, p. 58)

The temple and its monstrous idol assert the paganism of the Kareenans' religion and form

a direct contrast with Father Carmody's chosen path as a Catholic priest. The story
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maintains a sense of realism as Carmody behaves according to his priestly code, respecting

the papal order of his church when confronted by evidence of the existence of another god

than Jehovah, which would be conclusive enough to sway most away from their belief.

Farmer keeps the reader aware of the importance of the motivations of his

characters and nowhere is this more so than in Night of Light, where the psychic climate

of the Sleepers is an influence on whether either Algul or Yess is to be created at the time

of the Night, as if the decision were made by the will of the people. Rather than a direct

conflict between good and evil, the story presents a situation where each side has built up

to a certain level where it must overflow and inundate the planet, resulting in the creation

of either Yess or Algul.

Night of Light is a study in controlled schizophrenia. Into this strange state steps

Carmody, a one-time proponent of all that can be evil in humanity. He is unrepentant of

all his wickedness and passes the Night in a turmoil of self-congratulation and murder,

killing the old god Yess and destroying his flesh so that the candles traditionally made out

of the old god's bones and ceremonially eaten by the new god at each Night, cannot be

made. At the moment where he must decide whether to side with the follower of Algul or

follow good, he chooses to side with Tand and become one of the Seven Fathers of Yess,

after the assault on his psyche of hearing himself in the flesh of his murdered wife, plead

that their child be born of light not darkness. By this one act Carmody shucks off his

sinful past, brings good to Kareen and becomes a dedicated servant of Christianity.

Carmody's unusual conversion allows Farmer to examine the Roman Catholic faith in the

light of Boontism which, instead of relying on faith alone for belief, can produce real,

tangible miracles. The way Farmer approaches the problem of contrasting good and evil is

far from straightforward as he has added in Night of Light a second problem which will be

very close to the hearts of many of his readers. Boontism is not a religion of the hereafter

– it is in this life where mysteries can be lived and seen. Thus Farmer's story deals not

just with the conflict of good and evil within a religious context (that of Boontism), but

also of the questions raised when it is contrasted with the Christian faith – a religion which

uncompromisingly considers all others as pagan. The question before Carmody at the end
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of the book is one of a man facing two religions in which he is inextricably involved; one

gives all the answers in real concrete terms, the other is based on the faith of people in the

miracles of a man who lived several millennia before, claiming to the son of God.

Farmer's treatment of religion in The Lovers (1961) likewise attests to a

disillusionment with organized religion as it examines the religion of the Forerunner and

his evil counterpart, the Backrunner. Following the abolition of the old beliefs, religion

has been resurrected in the form of a state religion guided by the Sturch (state church).

Provided the citizen abides by the strict rules dictated by an overpopulated society, he or

she is following the Forerunner. Should aberrant behaviour be observed by their gapt

(guardian angel pro tempore) citizens are counselled and advised to stop following the

Backrunner or face harsh consequences – consignment to H – death. Hal Yarrow, a man

close to experiencing this fate at first hand through the bitchiness and frustration of his

puritanical wife Mary, has to contend with the interfering presence of his jealous gapt but

manages to escape the confines of this stifling situation by getting himself shipped off-

planet. Later in the story Yarrow is also able to escape the clinging presence of his gapt,

who made sure he left Earth with Yarrow, by passing a test of his faith. In The Lovers

Farmer examines the contrast between a good and bad which is born out of economic

necessity and the pressures of a massive population increase on Earth, presenting a

situation which begins to illustrate the more pragmatic views sf provides of good and evil.

In several of the novels discussed in these chapters, the use of drugs and artificial

brain stimulants form important themes and raise ethical and moral questions as the authors

invent yet more ways for people to develop addictions and enslave their minds to unnatural

substances. In Ringworld (1972) Larry Niven introduces the notion of controlling

individuals through a device which will generate an uncontrollable burst of pure pleasure.

The means of doing this is through a tasp, an invention of the Pierson's Puppeteers, a race

of three-legged, two-headed, cowardly, shy creatures whose machinations have influenced

other races in known space, including humans, for centuries before their existence is

discovered. There are distinct parallels between the tasp in Niven's novels and the

personality modules and add-on devices used in Effinger's books When Gravity Fails
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(1988) and A Fire in the Sun (1989) which are plugged into a cortical implant wired into

the brain. The devices in Effinger's stories have a more sophisticated, but

correspondingly sinister aspect to those of Niven's books. In Ringworld, Niven allows

Nessus to control a lain through the puppeteer's having had a tasp implanted into his own

body from where he can direct the device toward the threatening creature. Teela Brown

explains the effects of a tasp as, "It jolts the pleasure centre of the brain . . . It does for you

just what a touch of current does for a wirehead," (p.50) raising the possibility of

addiction to this form of stimulation, "wireheads" being persons from Niven's posited

society who are addicted to the constant pleasure available through an implant called a

droud.

In the early 1970s when Niven wrote Ringworld, the influence of current attitudes

toward the physical state reflecting the mental state can be seen coming through science

fiction, including that primarily intended for television. The series Star Trek was at the

height of its popularity and the episode "Mudd's Women", examined the question of

enthralment through mental suggestion — Mudd's women are apparently aging or ugly but,

through the ingestion of a drug, they become young and beautiful. The intrepid Captain

James T. Kirk ends their thraldom to Mudd and his drug by proving that the "slave" can

bring about the same changes to her apparent age and physical appearance through belief in

herself, an area of pop-psychology much in vogue at the time. This same question of

slavery, particularly that of addiction, is examined in Niven's work in Louis Wu' s

addiction to the droud and in some of the Ringworld stratified city societies where different

classes of citizens have different privileges (Ringworld Engineers, 1980).

The whole question of slavery in the world the majority of Niven's readers inhabit

was resolved in the mid-1800s with the repeal of the Slave Act and, since that time, the

subject of slavery has been regarded with abhorrence, in spite of which we tend to ignore

sweatshops and other forms of exploitation in employment. Thus, the full enormity of one

alien species gaining total domination over the rest of creation appears obscene to most

people. In Niven's Ringworld society, the unacceptability of what the puppeteers have

done is therefore exacerbated by the introduction of the tasp. That the device saves the
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lives of the other members of the crew of the Lying Bastard (Ringworld Engineers) may

cloud the issue at first, but the howling objection of Speaker is enough to show the

horrified reaction being enslaved brings upon a free creature who values freedom of mind

and body.

This is not to say that many of those who would be horrified at the notion of

slavery to an addiction are not equally enslaved themselves to tobacco, alcohol and drugs.

However, the enslavement of the kzin would be to pleasure – and the artificial pleasure

produced by Nessus' tasp only increases its distastefulness. Later, in Ringworld

Engineers, the effects of a person (Louis Wu) who has become a "wirehead" addicted to

the sensations produced by the tasp through a brain implant (a droud), can be studied in

depth and the apparent need for self-destruction present in some people may be seen

reflected in this addiction. Niven has written several stories about addiction to an electric

current being used to stimulate the pleasure centres of the brain. Probably his fullest

explanation of how a person can become a "current addict" is in "Death by Ecstasy"

(Inconstant Moon, 1969), where a "Belter" (a person who lives in the asteroid belt of the

Solar System) dies through lack of nourishment as he is attached to a droud. The droud

resembles the corymbic implant described in Effinger's novels, but it is plugged into the

domestic current and when not in use only a tiny hole in the scalp indicates the person is

"wired".

It was a standard surgical job . . . A hole in his scalp, invisible under the hair .
.. but the tiny hole marked a bigger plug set in the bone of the skull. I touched the
ecstasy plug with my imaginary fingertips, then ran them down the hair-fine wire going
deep into Owen's brain, down into the pleasure centre. (p. 142, Inconstant Moon)

By speculating on the effects of drugs and artificially produced brain control, in the science

fiction novel, the author may examine what is often a highly emotional issue for many, in a

non-partisan disinterested way, giving even the most anti-drug oriented reader the

opportunity to think about the good and bad side of being "high" especially since the bad

side in these stories may be infected with the loss of self control to another being.

The ethics of tampering with nature in these ways, either through the puppeteer

tasp or the addition of personality modules and add-ons and the effects and results of these
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devices are examined in the light of the responses to their abuse obtained from those

immediately affected. The reader is confronted with the serious questions raised by the

prospect of altering mental state, consciousness and emotion through mechanical or

chemical means. It is socially acceptable in Australia for people to smoke, drink and take

many drugs (as long as they are prescribed) and, in certain areas of society, the use of

illegal drugs is also seen as a harmless way of enjoying oneself as long as the use remains

recreational. The fact that any one of these substances can become addictive and enslave

the user is frequently ignored and those who have the misfortune to be caught by the

potency of these drugs tend to become outcasts of society. Perhaps the possibility of

having one's head "wired", is just one more thing that lies in the future to which humans

could form an addiction.

The theme of one creature being held in thrall to another has occurred in our

literature since the Greeks wrote of the lives of their pantheon of gods, but, until modern

times, the enthralment had to be accomplished by supernatural means. In the world of

fiction, mental manipulation through patterns, movements, symbols, and hypnotism has,

for many years, frequently been used as a means for domination of one being over

another. The sophisticated methods of using temporary mental interference in The War

Against the Rull, written by A.E. Van Vogt in the 1940s are employed by insect-like

aliens.

Jamieson sighed with the intensity of his hope and prepared to retreat. As he
turned away, quite incidentally, accidentally, he glanced at the rock behind which he had
shielded himself from possible direct fire. Glanced at it and saw the lines on it. Intricate
lines, based on a profound and inhuman study of human neurons. He recognized them
for what they were and stiffened in horror. He thought, Where — where am I being
directed? (p. 135)

The horror Jamieson experiences is partially explained by the alienness of the Rull. Rarely

seen in their natural form by humans because of their ability to control light waves around

their bodies, a Rull appears in its natural form — a giant insect, when it is killed and not

immediately removed by its companions. The revulsion felt that such creatures should

control human beings is thus emphasized by the Rull's resemblance to a bug normally

squashed underfoot in disgust. This feeling of repugnance does not extend to the
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controllers in Niven's and Effinger's novels, although the power of mental control is

wielded by an alien (a puppeteer) in Ringworld and a human monster in When Gravity

Fails.

Sf which deals with alien races frequently seeks to emphasize the contrast between

the power, intelligence and form of the alien in comparison with those of human beings.

Because of their utter alienness in shape and form and their cowardly traits which are not

unlike those of some humans, Larry Niven's Pierson's puppeteers seem a natural choice to

begin this discussion. The puppeteers are three legged aliens with two flat, triangular

heads, each having one eye and a mouth, mounted on flexible slender necks in place of

arms — a description which immediately suggests a puppet. This is an ironic comparison

as it is the puppeteers who jerk the strings of the races over which they have assumed what

amounts to a "passive control". In Larry Niven's short story "The Soft Weapon"

mankind's first encounter with the puppeteer race is hilariously described.

The first man to see a puppeteer had done so during a Campish revival of Time
for Beany reruns. He had come running back to the scout ship, breathless and terrified,
screaming, 'Take off! The planet's full of monsters!'

"Whatta they look like?"

"Like a three-legged centaur with two Cecil the Seasick Sea Serpent puppets on
its hands, and no head."

"Take a pill, Pierson. You're drunk." (p. 76)

The reason for the apparent lack of a head in Niven's puppeteers lies in its brain being

contained in a hump between the necks, this is covered by a thick bone and topped with a

mane which is styled in a way to indicate the puppeteer's social standing. However,

although they appear far from a threat to the human race in their strange but

unprepossessing form, and really present no physical threat to humans, the puppeteers'

exploitative use of human greed gives a sinister undercurrent to their motivation, giving a

more meaningful connotation to the word "puppeteer". In the Pierson's puppeteer Niven

has created a fascinating creature whose natural fear of violence and being physically

damaged, has led it to behave in ways unusual to say the least. Puppeteers are described

as gregarious and innate cowards — one of the reasons for their gregariousness.
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Niven's description of the Kzin is best given in "The Soft Weapon" where the

Chuft-Captain, is described as an erect creature, standing about eight feet tall on its short

hind legs. The orange shade of its fur blazes like a neon, "he might have been a very fat

cat dipped in orange dye, with certain alterations. You would have had to discount the

naked-pink ratlike tail; the strangely coloured irises (violet) which were round instead of

slitted; and especially the head, rendered nearly triangular by the large cranial bulge, more

than large enough to hold a human brain." (p. 82). Despite the fearsomeness of the kzin it

still responds to the attentions humans give to their pet cats:

Speaker-To-Animals (the kzin). . . sprawled like a great orange hill across the
grass. Two women were scratching at the fur behind his ears. The odd kzinti ears, that
could expand like pink Chinese parasols or fold flat against the head, were spread wide;
and Louis could see the design tattooed on each surface. (Ringworld, p. 25)

This is how Niven presents his aliens and whereas a kzin just might have saving features

in its furriness and likeness to an Earth-type domestic pussycat, an ezwal, the creation of

A.E. van Vogt, bears no resemblance to any earth-type mammal as it possesses six legs.

The ezwal appears in The War Against the Rull, and the description given by the hero,

Jamieson, of the strange blue-furred, six legged creature although sympathetic, allows for

little room for sentiment occasioned by the creature's possible "cuddliness".

It looked strangely sleek and beautiful in its blue coat and in the supple
massiveness of its form. There was comfort for him in the knowledge that, for the time
being at least, the mighty muscles that rippled underneath that smooth hide were on his
side p. 8.

An ezwal has three-in-line eyes, "as gray as dully polished steel;' and a massive blue head.

It weighs some six-thousand-pounds and is the possessor of great claw-studded paws

with "sickle-like talons". Jamieson's description of: "a rearing, monstrous blue shape of

frightful fangs and edged claws" is all too suggestive of its awesome strength and power.

Its evolution also inclines it to be viewed as an awesome creature:

While men herded fearfully in their caves, discovering fire as a partial
protection, desperately creating weapons that had never before existed, always a bare
jump ahead of violent death — all those hundreds of centuries, the ezwal of Carson's
Planet roamed his great, fertile continents, unafraid, matchless in strength as in intellect,
needing no homes, no fires, no clothing, no weapons . . . (pp. 7 & 8)

Van Vogt's logic dictates that because it is telepathic, an ezwal has no name because it is

part of the ezwal race. "Telepaths recognize each other without needing such an
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elementary means of identification," (p. 35). The ezwal encountered by Jamieson on

Eristan II is trying to prevent him from alerting the human race that it is not a senseless

beast, but an intelligent being. The ezwal sees man as "a frivolous, unsuspecting

slave . . . an arrogant weakling with [an] insatiable will to dominance that is the greatest

existing danger to the sane, self-reliant races of the Universe. . . Man and his thoughts

constitute a disease". In spite of the creature being described as a "six legged behemoth"

(p. 15) it is a "magnificent creature . . . bigger than a dozen lions and deadlier than a

hundred . . ." and the reader is led to share in Jamieson's feelings of admiration and need

to be accepted by the wonderful creature.

In the ezwal, van Vogt has subtly turned the tables on the prejudices of human

beings when Jamieson finds its presence comforting whilst, "Again and again as he

touched its body Jamieson felt a faint wave of repugnance emanating from its mind,"

(p. 15). Although the ezwal is a monster because of its size, Jamieson's view of it turns

the beast into a thing of beauty: "At close range the ezwal's great bulk was truly imposing

– even surprising, since, at a distance, its suppleness and ease of movement tended to

make it look smaller," (p. 15). The environment of Eristan II is unfriendly to both ezwals

and humans, and in the gargantuan snake Jamieson and the ezwal have to outwit, Van

Vogt has created an alien monster worthy of note:

[With a] broad ugly head, followed by the first twenty feet of yellowish,
glistening body, fully a yard thick. Its little pig eyes. . . . the flat, horned head, long,
undulating body. Each snake breeds hundreds in its lifetime, attains a length of about
150 ft and weight of 8 tons. hunts by day . . . when [it] starts moving [its] like a steel
spring for the first 3 or 400 ft. . . lives half its life in muddy quagmire . . . built to forge
through dense, matted jungle. (pp. 13/14)

Van Vogt discusses the frustrations and violence produced by the complete failure of

communication and the resulting disastrous consequences to both human and ezwal. The

clashes and lack of understanding between the human and the alien reflect the obstinacy

and fear produced by dogmatism and usage – it has always been this way, we will not

change – which has been encountered so many times in our own society. This view of the

reactions between two races is hardly a coincidence as the stories which make up The War

Against the Rull were written in the mid-1940s, with the book version being compiled at
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the peak of the Cold War, accounting for many of the attitudes colouring the way the

characters think and feel. Jamieson exhibits an unacceptably sexist attitude towards his

wife which, in these "enlightened" times is rarely found in the pages of modern literature.

However, on the political side, the liberal attitude of Jamieson towards the ezwals,

compared with that of his superiors and colleagues, perhaps heralds Van Vogt's hope that

the world would leave the dark ages of McCarthyism.

In the case of ezwals, Van Vogt has given a careful pictorial description of the

creatures and has even managed some character development. The Rull, on the other hand

are, of necessity, not easily defined – their ability to bend light waves to alter their

appearance to that of human form giving them any appearance they require. However,

when they are eventually described in fairly sparse detail, they are particularly horrible,

giving the impression of a giant cockroach. The theme of alien monsters looking like or

coming from the insect/reptile world has always made for a convincingly horrific creature

as it plays greatly on the phobias and dislike of slimy crawling creatures shared by many

people. Thus Van Vogt with his Eristan II snake and the insect-like Rull has provided

alien monsters in the tradition of the old pulp magazines in which his Rull stories were first

published.

Farmer has also introduced his readers to alien life forms in The Lovers.

However, his descriptions of the kesarubu are more indelicate and entertaining than

designed to make his readers' skin crawl:

The thing sitting on a chair by the table might, at first glance, have been taken
for a wogglebug. It had the blond fuzz, the bald pate, the nose, and the V-shaped mouth.
It also had the round body and enormous paunch of the Ozagens.

But a second look in the bright light from the unshaded bulb overhead showed a
creature whose body was sheathed in a hard and lightly green-tinted chitin . . . the legs
and arms . . . were ringed, segmented with the edges of armor-sections, like stovepipes,
(p. 94).

The creature parrots the instructions given to it by Fobo, the wogglebug empathist and to

the horror of Hal Yarrow demonstrates how it makes beetlejuice, the liquor he has been

drinking:
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Ducko [the kesarubu] leaned over [a bowl] until a half-inch long tube projecting
from his chest was poised above the edge of the bowl. The projection, thought Hal, was
probably a modified tracheal opening. From the tube a clear liquid shot into the bowl
until it was filled to the brim, (p. 95).

The kesarubu is one of the creatures with which Farmer has populated the planet of

Ozagen. However, not all of the alien life forms on the planet are so useful or funny, and

the creatures which kill the gapt , Pornsen, emphasize the insect-like nature of the many

strange animals which have evolved. Like the kesarubu, the creature which blinds

Pornsen with its corrosive venom is also similar to a wogglebug but it is covered in chitin,

not skin and the venom is ejected from a sac across its chest. Farmer's description of the

thing hanging around an alley-way looking like a 19th century drunk "complete to top hat,

cloak, and lamp post," suddenly changes from that of a music-hall character to an alien

nightmare as it turns towards Yarrow:

The hideous insectal face, with two vestigial arms waving on each side of its
mouth and the funnel-shaped proboscis below the mouth, was pointed at him. (p. 99)

Farmer's description of the way Yarrow kills the terrifying creature becomes almost

comical as he can put his foot through its thin covering of chitin exactly as if it were a giant

bug, although the fight with the creature is deadly serious. The creatures which eventually

kill and eat Pornsen are not nearly so horrible, resembling giant white ants. It is difficult

to determine which of the alien life forms encountered on Ozagen are the most monstrous

as all but the wogglebugs, which have apparently better than human natures, are

arthropodal and either live in symbiosis with, or prey upon, the wogglebugs. The

beautiful lalitha, Jeanette, is, in truth, an alien monster, but her human likeness and the

feelings which Yarrow has for her, plus her innocence, diminish this perception of her.

Farmer's treatment of his alien monsters reveals how a writer can subtly manipulate the

reader's attitudes towards totally alien creatures and reflects the way Van Vogt endears his

readers to the monstrous ezwal.

As sf stories seek to find a reader response in as many areas as possible – the

touches of reality required to produce a cognitive understanding – most plots involve some

effort to explore human relationships. In Niven's short story "How the Heroes Die"

(Inconstant Moon, 1974), the question of homosexuality in a small, temporary male
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community on Mars is examined. The extreme violence with which Jack Carter repulses

the homosexual overtures of one of his team mates leads to murder and reveals the flaw in

the influence of puritanical groups on the thinking of expedition planners. The Mars

expedition is living in a plastic bubble in prefabricated dwellings and, according to the

reasoning of the expedition's leaders, the bubbletown provides an ideal set of conditions

for homosexuality to occur, namely "a reasonable amount of leisure, no women, and a

disciplinary pecking order," (p. 61), circumstances likened to an English boys' school.

Throughout the scene-setting of this story, Niven continually relates his social milieu to

one familiar to his readers and, not content with merely citing the problems in all-male

schools, he also has the leader of the expedition, Lt. Maj. Michael Shute, throwing the

responsibility for the social breakdown back into the faces of the ". . . hundreds [maybe

thousands] of Decency Leagues in the United States," (p. 62). Shute castigates the

expedition planners of WARGOD for their bowing to public opinion in his statement that

44 . . . [the Decency Leagues would] all come down on the government like harpies if

anyone tried to send a mixed crew to Mars or anywhere else in space" (p. 62). As Niven

wrote this story in the mid 1960s (Copyright Galaxy Publishing Corporation, 1966), his

comments on social attitudes when applied to space expeditions are perhaps no longer as

valid, since mixed crews are currently manning orbiting satellites around the Earth.

However, when applied to present day American society, there is no doubt that the United

States is still the last bastion for Decency Leagues and narrow-mindedness, spawning such

hypocrites as the Reverend Jim Bakker, but remaining credulous enough to continue to

have faith in the innate goodness of such confidence tricksters. In this short story Niven

has examined the motivations and consequences of meddling in others' lives and in a few

thousand words, firmly associated homosexuality with American Decency Leagues and

criticized all people who attempt to press their views and standards on others without their

consent.

Niven's story is fairly unusual in its sexual slant as, at least until the cyberpunk era

of the eighties, homosexuality has not been a major theme in sf, especially in the context of

violent rebuttal. This might well be in keeping with the traditions of armed forces
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everywhere where, until very recently, homosexuality was severely dealt with, usually by

discharge of the offending individual. Many sf stories of the 1940s and 1950s followed

the principle of men being the explorers and conquerors of space, leaving their girlfriends

and wives "back home", mirroring contemporary practices of society. Jamieson (The War

Against the Rull)has a very patriarchal attitude towards his wife, wrapping her in the

protective cotton wool of his non-communication of upsetting news:

[Biddy and Veda's] eagerness made him feel guilty, for he should have called her
on his return. He had been four and a half months absent in space and he knew it would
disturb her if she discovered he had spent additional weeks saving the life of an ezwal
cub. He had already decided not to tell her. (p. 82)

When Jamieson's son, Diddy, goes to look for the "sound", a ritualized pre-puberty

behaviour for young boys, the only recourse Jamieson can offer Veda is:

"How about you going out and doing some shopping? That'll take your mind
off him for the rest of the afternoon anyway. Spend —" he made a quick calculation, took
another look at her face, and revised the initial figure upward — "what you like. On
yourself." (p. 100)

This one passage contains a whole social attitude which has undergone a profound change

in the last twenty years. Women are no longer even likely to be in the position to have the

leisure to go out and "Spend – what you like" – they are more likely to be out earning

money and controlling the budget.

In the 1950s and 1960s Playboy still employed an airbrush in the processing of its

nude photographs in response to the prudish attitudes prevailing and this psychological

prop to the male ego, of not having the total nudity of his ideal woman viewed by all men,

remains today. Bob Shaw's book Ship of Strangers (1976) which is more a collection of

interrelated short stories than a complete novel, treats the issue of the sanctity of the

relationship between a man and a woman in an unusual and somewhat disturbing way.

The all male crew of a spaceship controlled by a computer, Aesop, are thwarted in their

efforts to return to Earth to be with their loved ones for Christmas as Aesop cannot

understand why it is necessary for their psychological and emotional well-being. Some of

the crew have "Trance-Port" tapes which are designed to play into their minds while they

sleep, and contain an idealized woman with whom the sleeper develops a fully emotional

and physical relationship. Trouble starts when one of the crew, Tod Barrow, who has an
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advanced knowledge of communications skills, copies the Trance-Port tape of a young

innocent man, Bernie Hilliard, and arranges that every member of the crew, including

Aesop, should dream himself with Julie, Hilliard's "dream girl", even those men who

prefer not to indulge in such staged sex. David Sturgenor, the leader of the crew, is

furious that his sleep should be interfered with and then discovers the extent of Barrow's

mischief and the effect it will have on Hilliard. The young man is, naturally, devastated at

the "rape" of his dream woman, but bitterly accepts that she is no more than an

electronically generated stimulus. The sting in the tail of Shaw's story is the effect the

Trance-Port tape has on Aesop who aborts the mission to return to Earth for Christmas

because, he tells Dave, his memory and logic have been interfered with and he is deeply

disturbed by the experience of human feelings with Julie. Dave's advice to him is "You

had better forget her." Aesop's reply, "Thank you for the advice . . . but J have a perfect

memory," (p. 62). As Shaw has made his ship's computer male, it apparently responds in

exactly the same way as a man, but without the facility of being able to put some things at

the back of its mind as Dave can as he begins to look forward to a family Christmas and

Julie fades from his memory.

In the early 1950s, with his book The Lovers Philip Jose Farmer broke new

ground in his exploration of a man from a society deprived of sensuality, confronted with

a creature whose sole means of survival is to be the "perfect woman", all that a man ever

dreamed of. In Farmer's story his female, apart from a perfect face and body, is also

endowed with a French name and accent to go with it. At the time this story was written,

movies such as Can Can and An American in Paris dominated cinema ratings and French

females were seen as the sexiest women on Earth. Farmer created a woman for Hal

Yarrow who epitomizes everything a man from the era of the 1950s could dream about,

and his study of the effects of this woman on Yarrow's psyche reveals much about current

attitudes towards sexual relationships pertaining at the time. Like Niven, Farmer slams the

puritanical attitudes of society and actually links these to the church. To do so without

causing a public outcry he has posited the religion of the "Forerunner", whose organ of

religious rule, the Sturch (state church), presides over the whole of society through a
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system of priests and monks (all male) in such a way that it controls even the most intimate

moments and thoughts of a person's life. The character of Pornsen, the gapt (guardian

angel pro tempore), epitomizes all that is censorious in human nature. Serving masters

who are more at fault in their hypocritical handling of Sturch matters than any of his

unfortunate "flock", Pornsen, whose name is yet another black mark against his character,

administers his position with a devastating lack of sympathy and consideration. It is from

this background of beatings in his youth, and betrayals to their gapt by his puritanical wife

in adulthood, that Hal's character emerges into a worldly-wise being who manages to beat

the Uzzites (priests) of the Sturch at their own hypocritical game. Unfortunately, his

conditioning over the years which has left him with a strong sense of the evil of alcohol,

leads him to bring about the demise of his "mistress". Hal's relationship with the lalitha

Jeanette Rastignac, illustrates the sexually repressed society from which he comes, and his

quick response to the need for the absolute secrecy of their cohabitation shows an almost

schoolboyish joy in deceiving the man who has apparently delighted in removing all the

happiness from Hal's existence.

Farmer has extended this theme of sex and the church to Night of Light a novel

which brings the Catholic church under heavy scrutiny from an extremely unusual angle.

The main plot concerns the religion of Boontism, grown up upon a planet whose sun

brings about dramatic psychic disruptions in its inhabitants every seven years. As already

discussed, at this time the goddess Boonta may give birth to a son who will either

represent the god Yess, who embodies good, or Algul, who is evil personified. To create

the child a group of seven "Fathers", whose motivations determine the direction of the

child's inclination, must have a mystical congress with the statue of the goddess.

Carmody has slain his wife in a hideous fashion and, during the Night he begins to

recreate parts of her from his mind. Eventually he produces a complete version of Mary

who copulates with a Catholic priest who has become a satyr; the resulting "pregnancy"

becomes the new god Yess after the seven Fathers of whom Carmody becomes one,

copulate with Boonta. Carmody becomes a Catholic priest, having renounced his previous

wickedness, only to remarry as soon as the Church changes its ruling on the question of
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celibacy in priests. The strange mixture of sex and religion that pervades Farmer's novel

runs its course until the goddess Boonta's ability to produce a fleshly god to walk among

people, leaves the Catholic church isolated with its faith in the spirit rather than a tangible

proof of the existence of God.

The debate about celibacy of priests comes to a head in Night of Light and the time,

set so far in the future, is an indication of the author's anticipation of the Church's

exceedingly slow acceptance of innovation and change to doctrine. The changes in

contemporary society and technology can clearly be seen reflected in these works of sf and

matters such as the powers of highly vocal minority groups impact just as hard on the

attitudes in sf as do scientific and mathematical discoveries.

In Ringworld Engineers Niven has given himself great scope to examine

developments in many societies: whilst, in the main, technology appears to have stagnated

in the Ringworld societies, social patterns have developed in unusual ways. The

Ringworld holds many species of humanoid creatures and one of their means of

negotiating and existing side by side is to practise rishathra. Rishathra is the formal

practice of sexual relations outside of one's own species and forms a strong element of the

sociological basis of Ringworld Engineers. Louis Wu already has experience of rishathra

from his previous encounter with Harlrlprillalar (Ringworld) and, during his second visit

to the Ringworld as an ex-current addict his sex drive is reawakened – "wireheads

traditionally have no interest in such things" (p. 141) – in a catastrophic manner. Among

the Ringworld societies with their complex interrelations, exists a race of vampires who

lure their victims by means of exuding pheromones which drive their prey straight into

their arms to die in ecstasy. Unlike Hal Yarrow, Louis Wu comes from a society with far

fewer sexual taboos – Niven wrote this book in the late 1970s, and he has managed to be

as innovative in his views of sex and society as he is with the (now ancient) technology of

the Ringworld. Louis Wu's memories of his encounter with the beautiful silver haired

vampire woman who nearly drained his blood, are mixed in with the intrusive presence of

Chmeee trying to save the Earthman from a horrible death. Seeing Louis in a sexual

frenzy is partly responsible for sending Chmeee off on a sexual rampage of his own.
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There is no description of Chmeee's mating with the females from the "map" of Kzin, but,

because of the reproductive cycles of the kzinti, he is sure that six of them are pregnant.

Chmeee's comment on the Ringworld parallel of his own society with regard to the

females is surprise that they are not the helpless creatures of the planet Kzin: ". . . the

females of the castle are much more intelligent than those of the Patriarchy . . . they even

have a small vocabulary," (p. 289). This leads to a discussion on how kzinti females may

have been unconsciously selectively bred for docility in the Patriarchy, no mating with the

intelligent ones taking place. In Louis Wu's society sexual equality is the norm and Niven

provides a direct contrast here with the non-human kzinti. Doubtless this reflects human

society where, for too many years, women have been thought of as less intelligent as men,

with the sexual stereotype of the empty-headed beautiful woman predominating. The

advent of the sexual revolution, which had been swiftly gathering momentum during the

1970s, underlines the strong contrast between the contemporary periods of The Lovers

and Ringworld Engineers.

Before leaving Ringworld to pass on to further views of sexuality in the sf novel, it

is worth mentioning the character of Teela Brown who begins as a direct product of

puppeteer breeding manipulation of humans in the birth lotteries. Teela has been bred for

luck which has taken her whole life out of her control. Even at the end of Ringworld

where she figuratively "rides off into the sunset" with her man, she is still fulfilling her

destiny and, in Ringworld Engineers, Louis Wu's shock at discovering her changed into a

Pak protector through ingestion of tree of life, leads to further revelations about her

destiny. Teela believes she is intended to save the Ringworld and far from showing "no

real advance posited for the female of the species," as suggested by Rosalind Miles (1974,

196), Teela has made a gigantic leap forward, although perhaps not in a direction any

woman, even the most rampant feminist, would wish to take. In most writing the

contemporary social scene is reflected and, if that society is paying lip-service to a certain

turn in events, there is no reason why this should not appear. Teela Brown personifies

this attitude towards women that clearly, women are emerging as equals to men in many

respects – but the tacit question "who put them there?" remains. The character of Teela
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Brown seems to emphasize this attitude which is still quite prevalent and her final,

unpleasant sacrifice shows her still to have the self-sacrificial attitude, commonly known

by feminists as the "burnt chop syndrome", of the truly "feminine" woman, "She let her

instincts fight for her . . . not her mind. You were right, she fought to lose," (p. 333)

A very different view of women is represented in Fritz Leiber's Our Lady of

Darkness (1978), a book which encapsulates a time in the late 1970s, although his work

reflects much of contemporary attitudes in modern society. This novel faithfully

reproduces some of the many menages being experimented with in the 1970s and allows

space for its characters to talk about their relationships. The book is at once sensual and

social in its context. The most bizarre relationship contained in its pages has to be that of

Thibaut de Castries and his mistress. De Castries' mistress is described as a fabulous

woman who always wore a black veil and dark robelike dresses. Her air of mystery is

added to by her habit of disappearing unexpectedly. When only a boy de Castries

inherited his mistress from his father along with a black panther and the definition between

the woman and the panther frequently becomes blurred in the telling of the story because

they both have the same quality by the way they have of suddenly vanishing or appearing.

Jaime Donaldus Byers, the best friend of Leiber's main protagonist, Franz Westen,

describes de Castries' relationship with this creature in the fashion of H.P. Lovecraft or

Conan Doyle. Leiber's efforts to capture the style of these authors makes Byers' efforts to

produce a fin de ciecle sophistication to his lifestyle and speech, ideally suited to reinforce

the gradually dawning uneasiness which the story develops. Byers' Vincent Price-like

style adds little touches to his story which reflect the many references to nineteenth century

and early twentieth century horror story writers appearing on the pages of this book.

Far from Rosalind Miles's (1974) proposal that there is a lack of equal, capable

women in sf, Sam Moskowitz ("When Women Rule", IF, 1967) suggests that the genre,

whilst not catering to women, does feature women as conquerors of men. He cites many

examples of stories both good and bad, featuring Amazonian females who maintain

superiority over the males in their society either by eliminating them altogether through

extermination, for instance M.F. Rupert's "Via the Hewitt Ray" (Wonder Stories
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Quarterly, Spring 1930), or by keeping them as slaves, for example "The Priestess Who

Rebelled" (N.S. Bond, Amazing Stories, October 1939). The psychological implications

of women becoming the dominant sex is referred to by Moskowitz and he describes the

very real fear experienced by some males when confronted by the idea of women taking

men's place in society. It is doubtless too that the theme of the Amazonian women being

so popular among the (mainly male) sf readers and writers, obviously hits deeply within

the male ego. There is never so good a story as one which makes one confront one's

deepest doubts and fears in a fantasized and innocuous setting. This must be especially

true of "Amazonian" tales as most of those cited by Moskowitz end with either a

reunification of the sexes, with men once more reinstated to their "proper" position of

dominance over women, or the overused explanation of the entire story being only a

dream. However, it seems men enjoy torturing their psyches and in many Amazonian

stories women have dispensed with men entirely, even for breeding purposes. The

separation of the sexes into two alien races works very well in sf stories as it presents

scenes at once both familiar and strange and emphasizes qualities in men and women

which are normally accepted as natural but which, out of context, can be threatening and

bizarre.

There is one story which reverses the Amazonian domination role: The Stepford

Wives (Levin, 1973) proposes a situation where men have come to the point of revolt

against the feminist movement and to do this they dispense with women, substituting a real

woman with an android which is her exact replica minus her will. There is something of

an irony here when compared with Amazonian stories; it seems men still need the physical

presence of a female object, even though the human personality part of her is missing.

The Stepford Wives tells the story of a town where men regain their masculinity by

eliminating women and replacing them with sexy female androids. Although Moskowitz'

article was written before the women's movement had reached its full strength, his

comments on the perceived threat to males coming from an accession to women's rights as

equal members of society cannot be ignored. In this he bears out Rosalind Miles'

portrayal of women in novels in general, and probably offers a reasonable explanation of
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the emasculation some men feel at the idea of women being their social and intellectual

equals. Clearly the notion of seeing women becoming raging viragos of an aggressive

matriarchy once they have been given the right to stand equally with men on all fronts of

life, attests to this fear and has given us a whole spectrum of stories wherein the theme of

females becoming dangerous or destructive to the lives of men forms at least an interesting

sub-plot, if not a major theme for the novel.

Philip Jose Farmer's lalitha, Jeannette Rastignac in The Lovers plays a major role

in the development and transmogrification of the major character, Hal Yarrow. Moskowitz

calls the lalitha "some bachelor's daydream" (p. 123). The parasitic lalitha assisted in the

destruction of humans on Ozagen, with their insect ancestors they evolved to imitate

human females and because of their dependence on alcohol to prevent pregnancy, led men

to drink assisted by another insect imitator (the kesarubu) capable of producing alcohol in

its gut. Man's warlike nature saw the final days of the intelligent mammalian species on

Ozagen. The lalitha is a threat to men because of her ability to prevent him from

procreating and the transsexual prostitutes of Effinger's Budayeen in When Gravity Fails

(1988) pose a similar threat, though in this work, the major threat to men comes from the

augmented females in the Black Widow Sisters, Tamiko, Devi and Selima. Their huge

breasts with gigantic implants make them terrifyingly female and Tamiko's false tooth with

its venom ready to be inflicted on her chosen victim gives the Sisters their name, and three

less desirable females would be difficult to imagine.

As sf is a literary form firmly devoted to technology, the question of sex, as

already mentioned, tends to have a back seat in many stories, especially those involving

thinking machines, unless a philosophical attitude towards human feelings is adopted as in

Aesop, the computer in Shaw's Ship of Strangers. However, in The Silver Eggheads,

Fritz Leiber has invented male and female robots, made of metal and with rather

rudimentary-sounding claws instead of hands. The particular robot who features most in

the story is Zane Gort, a writer of stories for other robots. His counterpart is a pink tinted

"robix" called Miss Blushes who acts as a censor for both human- and robot-generated

stories. The character of Miss Blushes is taken to an extreme of prudery and her excessive
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modesty about the various openings and valves of her metal body make her even more

comical in her reflection of the attitudes towards sex and its censorship prevailing at the

time the book was written (1961). In this story Leiber has lampooned the publishing

industry and also managed to use the prudish attitudes of prevailing society to create an

extremely amusing book.

In the foregoing are the elements of society which play such a large part in the sf

author's ability to create a working environment for plots incorporating fantasies of

technological development. Without these environments, especially the forces of sex and

religion which can be so easily manipulated to produce overbearing and intrusive

sociological conditions, many sf stories would fail to convince the reader. Necessity is the

mother of invention and if a writer can build a scenario with enough sociological walls in

it, the authorial invention of a technology which can knock down those walls will become

instantly believable.
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CHAPTER 8

The purpose of this thesis has been to bring together aspects of sf which illustrate

the interaction between sf and the sweeping technological changes which are now an

accepted part of today's world. The importance of setting and character development has

been emphasized as these aspects of writing are particularly significant for the sf novelist

who requires a believable backdrop against which to parade the more fantastic elements

of his or her imagination, providing them with a credible substance.

As technology continues to move forward at an ever-increasing rate, it is difficult

to imagine how the science-fiction story of the future will evolve. There seems no

question, however, that speculative fiction will continue to flourish and provide an

inspiration to readers and inventors alike. There are few utopias to be found on the pages

of the books discussed here, but many reflect the essence of humanity and human values

which provide the inspiration for the cultures of the readership base. The essence of

science fiction as the contemporary reader knows it may be found in these books,

although writers are continually moving forward and the sub-species of sf, cyberpunk,

dominates the reading of some consumers, generally those with a penchant for esoteric

computer software. There are still many readers who choose the more "traditional"

authors such as Asimov and E.E. "Doc" Smith, however, and an awareness of the many

tastes and varieties of sf has led to this compilation of books through which the common

thread of technological change. The efforts of society to absorb and utilize the

consequent advantages and disadvantages of this continuing change provide both

entertainment and speculation as to which areas of the future will reveal the influences of

ideas, plots and inventions existing in their embryonic form today.

As the women's movement gains ground and literature reflects the new order with

non-sexist language and an awareness of women's changing role in society, the classical

sf novels may represent the dernier cri of pre-sexual revolution attitudes. Ira Levin's

attempt to provide a macabre illustration of the effect feminism has upon the male ego
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(The Stepford Wives) also allowed him to speculate on an android revolution. Phillip

Dick takes this further with his Bladerunner, which promotes great sympathy for the

unfortunate products of the Rosen Association as humans create their own nemesis in an

android which is smarter and stronger than humans. John Wyndham's extrapolation of

how humans might react to creatures reflecting their image but possessing a superior

intellect and organization (The Midwich Cuckoos) gives an uncompromising

demonstration of the spirit of survival which operates against Dick's androids. It is only

when writers such as Douglas Adams (Marvin in The Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy)

and perhaps Leiber (Miss Blushes in The Silver Eggheads), treat the subject of

manufactured intelligence with humour that robots cease to present a threat to humans.

Isaac Asimov was the first sf writer to explore human paranoia towards robots in his

many stories written on the subject in the 1940s, but it has probably been left to Arthur

C. Clarke to posit the ultimate nightmare in artificial intelligence in his creation of HAL,

the mad computer, in 2001: A Space Odyssey. Since then, writers such as Gibson and

Effinger have moved into the area of cyberpunk where human intellect can interface with

computers and thus become augmented to a degree where the distinction between human

and super-intelligent android blurs. The way these writers present such a plausible

argument for this type of technological possibility, which seems to be supported by

current technological development, suggests that human-computer interfacing is much

closer than the prospect of development of androids which are a perfect and frequently

better copy of human beings.

The ideas contained in novels which employ the theme of robots and artificial

intelligence provide fascinating plot fodder from which the writer can construct societies

which have come to terms with or, in some cases, rejected, such human-like constructs.

The societies over which sf writers hold authorial sway run on at the whim of the godlike

pens of these humans who are determined to explore the effects that non-human

intervention may have upon society. These effects are especially evident in the works of

Bayley, Niven and Farmer who also bring in aspects of accepted human values to

provide a more solid foundation for their creations. The extraordinary social mores
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which each one of these three authors has created for his work, also go towards

illustrating human ingenuity in coming to terms with change. Since the Industrial

Revolution, society has had to cope with phenomenal changes brought about by the need

for people to gather in vast conurbations in order to service the needs of the factories and

machines which have developed into controlling forces in society. The world now has a

huge number of vast cities created by the needs of the Industrial Revolution, but now,

developing technology is again providing a ground to make these vast agglomerations

obsolete, which will perhaps generate another social revolution involving

decentralization. Fritz Leiber's disturbing look at the possibilities provided by great

cities as sources for paranoia in Our Lady of Darkness leaves the reader uncomfortably

aware that the glass and concrete of a modern city does not detract in any way from its

Gothic possibilities as manipulated by a sf writer intent on sending a chill up the spines

of his readers.

Apart from the notable exception of Mary Shelley, science fiction has long been

the domain of male writers, although the past two decades have seen Ursula le Guin and

a few other women authors, bring new attitudes and possibilities to the genre. Even so,

most sf available today is written by men for a predominantly male audience, a fact

which is evident in the works appearing in this thesis. Nevertheless, the bizarre

characters, strange plots and amazing scenarios provided by sf have a wide-reaching

appeal and, for all that they may be set in a time and place far removed from the present,

they reflect contemporary social attitudes just as clearly as books set in the present on

Earth. Because of this, the links between the changes necessitated by technology, with

its promise of a computer-driven conquest of the solar system in the next century, and the

aspirations of society, are forged in the furnace of human endeavour, as it is set down by

sf authors the world over, for the pleasure and enrichment of the lives and dreams of their

readers. Sf is a way for speculative fiction writers to share their dreams (and nightmares)

with their audience, as they explore the fine balance between human and technological

development, using an array of techniques and writing styles to vitalize their fabulous

tales and breathe the breath of life into their monstrous creations.
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